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Abstract 

Glaciers are an important source of water for agriculture, mining and large population residing 

in downstream basins in the semiarid Andes. The Tapado Complex (2.44 km2) is the main 

glacier in the catchment Coquimbo-La Serena, thus estimations of ablation rates, area extent, 

surface lowering, as for glacier inventories, etc. have been strategical for government policies 

and actions. In order to estimate the longevity of these water stores, it is important to understand 

the components and systems that play a central role in governing the mass balance. Supraglacial 

ponds and ice cliffs are of pivotal importance in debris-cover glacier wasting, producing what 

is called “debris-covered glacier anomaly”, it refers to an unexpected behavior when glaciers 

covered with debris exhibits a mass balance like that of a clean ice glacier, typically attributed 

to those features that can influence melting patterns. Although the Centro de Estudos Avanzados 

de Zonas Áridas (CEAZA) has been exploring the cryosphere in the Tapado Complex in the 

later years with excellence, nor extensive publications have been made with focus on debris-

cover glacier components or the usage of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) has been properly 

used in advantage until the latest years. The current study aims to build an inventory of 

supraglacial ponds and ice cliffs using a combination of aerial photography, high resolution 

space-born remote sensing and UAV survey from 1956 to 2023, for the purpose of 

understanding and estimate supraglacial ponds and ice cliffs influence to the surface elevation 

changes in the Tapado Glacier, using a combination of digital elevation models from tri-stereo 

satellites and aero photo, and 3D models generated with structure-from-motion photogrammetry 

acquired from UAV survey.  The current study found that ponds and cliffs have consistently 

occupy more than 1.15% of debris-covered area since 2000 and are likely to develop in zones > 

2° & < 14° surface gradient and < 1.5 ma-1 surface velocity. The study found that ice cliffs 

significantly impact lowering rates within a 15-meter radius, leading to an increase in lowering 

rates up to -0.48 ± 0.32 ma-1. This showcased increase is ~6.53 times higher than the lowering 

rates observed in the debris-cover glacier. The present study identified a 2.93% omission in 

surface lowering, derived from tri-stereo satellite photogrammetry, within a single ice cliff. 

Therefore, the utilization of UAVs is recommended to attain more precise results that closely 

reflect changes in the Earth's surface.
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1. Introduction 

High mountain regions are characterized by rugged terrain, low-temperature climate regimes, 

steep slopes, and institutional and spatial remoteness, being home to ~671 million people in 

2010 (Jones and O’Neill, 2016) and is expected to grow to ~736–844 million across the shared 

socioeconomic pathways by 2050 (Gao, 2019). The cryosphere, which includes snow, glaciers, 

cryo-conditioned landforms, water bodies, and river ice, is an integral element of high mountain 

regions. Changes in the cryosphere affect physical, biological, and human systems in the 

mountains and surrounding lowlands. The IPCC Special Report on the Ocean and Cryosphere 

in a Changing Climate (2019) shows alarming observations on impacts arising from cryosphere 

changes in snow cover, glaciers, permafrost, natural hazards, runoff, ecosystems, and 

socioeconomic development. 

Clean-ice glaciers, cryo-conditioned landforms (includes debris-covered glaciers, rock-glaciers 

and permafrost), and snow cover have been going through a widespread decline: snow cover 

duration has declined on average by 5 days per decade, mass change of clean-ice glaciers in 

mountain regions was -490 ± 100 kg m–2yr–1 (-123 ± 24 Gt yr–1) in 2006– 2015, and permafrost 

landforms temperature has increased by 0.19ºC ± 0.05ºC during the past decade (IPCC, 2019). 

Consequently, winter runoff has increased due to more precipitation falling as rain, spring peaks 

have occurred earlier, and summer and annual runoff have increased due to intensified glacier 

melt – although, where glacier melt water has lessened as glacier area shrinks, it experiences a 

trending decrease. Regions dominated by small glaciers are especially affected by decreasing 

meltwater. The presented changes in the cryosphere dynamics have contributed to localized 

declines in agricultural yields, to reduce water quality and to impact the operation and 

productivity of hydropower facilities and water storage.  

These current trends in cryosphere-related changes are expected to continue and the impacts to 

intensify throughout the 21st century. Future projections have estimated the snow depth to 

decrease up to 40% by 2050, the clean-ice glacier mass to reduce up to 57% by 2100 – with 

small glaciers losing up to 80% of their current mass and, mostly, disappearing –, the runoff will 

decline by the end of the century, the number and area of supraglacial water bodies will increase, 

etc. (IPCC, 2019). However, quantitative projections on cryo-conditioned landforms are still 

scarce, consisting of sparse and unevenly distributed measurements among and within mountain 

regions.  
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The mentioned cryo-conditioned landforms are a group of subsurface landforms that remain 

continuously below 0 °C for at least 2 years. Globally, cryo-conditioned landforms underlie 

between 14 – 15.7 × 106 km² of the global land area, which equates to ~11% ± 2% of the 

exposed land surface (Obu, 2021). In mountain regions, 3.6 – 5.2 × 106 km² are underlain by 

cryo-conditioned landforms, in other words, it is 27 – 29% of its global area or 14 – 21 times 

the area of clean-ice glaciers in these regions (Gruber, 2012). However, as subsurface landforms 

cannot be easily observed, their distribution and change are less understood than clean-ice 

glaciers, icecaps, and snow. Therefore, cryo-conditioned landforms changes and impacts can 

only be inferred in many mountain regions, especially in the Southern Hemisphere – as mostly 

of the research are conducted in the European Alps, Scandinavia, Canada, Mongolia, the Tien 

Shan, and the Tibetan Plateau. 

Among all above mentioned cryo-conditioned landforms, debris-covered glaciers, which are 

characterized by a continuous cover of surface debris in their ablation zone with thickness 

varying from 2cm to meters thick (Briner, 2011; Westoby et al., 2020; Herreid and Pellicciotti, 

2020), are one of the most predominant features in all major mountain regions (Kirkbride, 2011). 

A recent detailed correction of Randolph Glacier Inventory (RGI) show that on Earth’s glaciers 

with a surface area >2 km², 44% have some debris cover (>0.1 km²), 15% have a prominent 

debris cover (>1.0 km²) and 20% have a substantial debris cover (>7% debris covered and/or 

>10 km2 of debris). Considering only the above mentioned 20% of substantial debris cover 

Earth’s glacier, the percentage of debris-covered area is 14% (Herreid and Pellicciotti, 2020). 

Herreid and Pellicciotti (2020) went even further and constrained those 20% glaciers only to the 

ablation zone area, finding a debris-cover stage of 36%. 

Globally, the distribution of debris covered glaciers is uneven, as more than half of all debris-

covered ice is found in Alaska (38.6%), Southwest Asia (12.6%) and Greenland (12.0%), and 

exceeds 15% of glacierized area in North Asia, Central Europe, Caucasus and Middle East, 

South Asia East, and New Zealand. Of the mountain glacier global area, 7.3% is composed by 

debris covered glaciers (Herreid and Pellicciotti, 2020). Several other studies have been 

highlighting the prominence of debris cover in specific mountain ranges, included the Andes 

(e.g., Azócar et al., 2017, Barcaza et al., 2017, Wigmore and Mark, 2017, Janke et al., 2017), as 

the proportion of debris-covered glaciers is expected to increase as mountain glacier volumes 

diminish in coming decades (Rounce et al., 2021). 
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The altitude that debris-covered glaciers site changes regionally. In Central Europe and Middle 

Eastern, it is widely spready above ~2000 m.a.s.l., which ceases in altitudes higher than ~3000 

m.a.s.l. and 4000 m.a.s.l, respectively. Asian debris-covered glaciers are found in higher 

altitudes, starting from ~4000 m.a.s.l. and reaching up to ~6000 m.a.s.l. (Rounce et al., 2021). 

A concise estimate of debris-covered glacier altitudes distribution in the Southern Hemisphere 

glaciers hasn’t been made yet, as it is absent or vaguely described in several individual papers.  

Although the exact glacial debris production mechanisms have not been fully understood, most 

investigators consider the main sources are from headwalls, sidewalls, basal erosion, and 

moraines, transported through landslides, avalanches, rockfalls, englacial debris loads and rocks 

encapsulated by basal erosion (e.g., Anderson, 2000; van Woerkom et al., 2019). Climate-debris-

covered glacier system components have also been identified, such as irradiant fluxes, 

precipitation, debris load properties and composition, debris transport dynamics, ablation 

dynamics, supraglacial water bodies and ice cliffs, feedback and system coupling, and basal 

processes (Huo et al., 2021), despite that many important processes have not been adequately 

characterized. 

Thus, the state and fate of mostly debris-covered glaciers in the world has not yet reached an 

agreement. Conflicting interpretations still arise from the lack of data and over-simplified 

assumptions of processes and feedback on climate-glacier system components, especially 

related to debris-covered glacier response to climate changes. Nevertheless, it is widely accepted 

that debris-covered glaciers exert important control on glacial ablation and mass balance 

through its capacity to insulate ice from fluctuations in air temperature where debris cover is 

continuous, and enhancing ablation where cover is thin and discontinuous (Fyffe et al., 2015; 

Westoby et al., 2020; Huo et al., 2021) and that mass loss of debris-covered glaciers is closely 

associated with the formation of ice-contact and supraglacial ponds or lakes that are likely to 

pose an increasing local hazard potential in the context of future climate projections (Benn et 

al., 2012).Thus, debris-covered glacier’s system must receive additional attention of 

glaciological community due to the capacity of expanding debris cover to modify glacier mass 

balance and to modulate the morphology and evolution of a glacier’s hydrological system, once 

debris-covered area will continue to expand in a warming climate (Westboy et al., 2020; Herreid 

and Pellicciotti, 2020, Huo et al., 2021). In this way, understanding surface ponding and ice-

cliff dynamics is crucial to access the debris-covered glacier sensitivity to climate changes, since 

supraglacial water bodies and ice-cliffs elevate the ice loss of those glaciers and mostly likely 

will exhibit accelerated growth (Steiner et al., 2015; Buri et al., 2016a; Miles et al., 2016, 2018). 
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The number of supraglacial ponds – also known as thermokast ponds –, small and common 

superficial water bodies during the ablation season and in the ablation zone, has been found to 

be increasing on many debris-covered glaciers, which also affects water storage, drainage and 

englacial ablation in a glacier system (Sakai et al., 2000; Benn et al., 2001). Surface ponding 

and ice-cliff evolution are often a coupled-system, which plays an important role in governing 

the mass balance of debris-covered glaciers. Studies have shown that the ablation rates around 

the ponds and ice-cliffs can be more than 2 times that of most debris-covered areas and can 

contribute to more than 1% of total ablation (Sakai et al., 2002; Steiner et al., 2015; Buri et al., 

2016b). However, many questions are still unsolved and need further investigation, including 

filling and draining cycles that control the evolution of many supraglacial ponds, and ice-cliff 

backwasting rates, especially in remotely areas that have been neglected. 

 

Figure 1 - Surface of Tapado debris-covered glacier showcasing its main features. The black-line comprise a 

thermokast depression, the red-lines consist of ice cliffs and exposed ice, the yellow-lines contain ice cliffs in 

development, and the blue-lines account for the supraglacial ponds. Photo by Álvaro Ayala from DJI Mavic 3E in 

April/2023. 

In this way, remote sensing come in aid to answer those questions and has permitted a variety 

of studies over glacierized regions in different scale, such as broader (low and medium 
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resolution satellites, and aero photography), medium (high resolution satellites and aero 

photography) and fine (UAVs and LiDAR) resolutions. Broader remote sensing has been made 

possible and is generally used for glacier area and volume changes, surface elevation changes, 

glacial lake dynamics, runoff patterns, bed topography, surface temperature and albedo, sea-

ice interactions, etc. Medium scale studies have enabled studies such as glacier flow dynamics, 

glacier mass balance and elevation changes, glacial hydrology pathways, debris distribution, 

topographic mapping, energy balance, ice velocity mapping, supraglacial pond evolution, etc. 

Finally, fine resolution has allowed researchers to investigate subglacial features, internal 

structures and layers, surface deformation, surface meltwater flow, surface roughness and 

texture, etc. and to solve 3D challenges in ice-cliff morphology, ice-front dynamics and calving 

behavior, supraglacial pond volume estimation, debris-cover thickness, etc. 

To this extent, UAV remote sensing is a powerful asset to detect, measure, monitor and 

understand the mechanisms that govern surface ponding and ice-cliff evolution, once many of 

high mountain glacier forcings are too logistically difficult to regularly access in the field, its 

features can be too small to be mapped by broader resolution satellites, and medium scale 

satellites cannot solve all the challenges for volumetric analysis in three-dimensions. 

Furthermore, field measurements at limited sites do not describe multi-year or longer-term 

variations in glacier conditions, nor different spatial scales in system couplings and feedback. 

And conventional remote sensing platforms are limited by spatial and temporal resolutions, 

and by high costs in data acquisition. Consequently, UAV based studies are arising in 

glaciology due to its flexibility, convenience, and minimal costs.  

High mountain glaciers had its first attempt to map and generate high-resolution DEMs and 

ortho-mosaics from UAV survey in the Himalayas (Immerzeel et al., 2014), providing a picture 

of the presence and dynamics supra-glacial and englacial channels and serving as a reference 

for other studies on glacier dynamics. Immerzeel et al. (2014) also combined, for the first time, 

UAV data with energy balance measurements on lakes and cliffs to understand differential 

melting in the debris-covered areas of a glacier. His work was succeeded by Miles et al. (2016), 

whose performed energy-balance modelling of a supraglacial pond on Lirung glacier, and by 

Kraaijenbrink et al. (2016), whose generate high-resolution DEMs and ortho-mosaics for further 

estimating the seasonal surface velocity. The adoption of UAV in high mountain areas fast 

spread worldwide (e.g., Vivero et al., 2021; Robson et al., 2022), especially in mass balance, 

volume estimations and surface elevation changes. 
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In recent years, UAVs are becoming increasingly popular in alpine glaciology, as SfM is a low 

cost and effective method to analyze glacier dynamics and to map glacier features. Ice cliff 

backwasting research has benefited the most with the usage of UAV (e.g., Buri et al., 2016a, 

2021; Buri and Pellicciotti, 2918; Sato et al., 2021; Kneib et al., 2022), and revealed that north-

facing cliffs are stable contributors to the melting of debris-covered glaciers, their proportion 

and placement on the glacier surface can change considerable in short time, and they can 

contribute drastically for total ablation, with studies showing annual ice loss, carried by ice-cliff 

backwasting, of up to 23% of total ablation. Also, other studies have shown that satellite imagery 

can underestimate volume loss from 3 to 7% if compared to UAV survey derived results (e.g., 

Brun et al., 2018). In other hand, supraglacial ponds mapping hasn’t widely used UAV 

technology, as many recent papers still use satellite imagery (e.g., Qiao et al., 2015; Watson et 

al., 2016; Miles et al., 2017b; Miles et al., 2018; Chand and Watanabe, 2019), not yet taking 

advantage of temporal control, reduced cloud cover interference and higher spatial resolution 

for reduced cost. 

The development of high-resolution unnamed aerial vehicles (UAV) enables highly accurate 

site-specific data, as high-resolution Digital Elevation Model (DEM) differencing can provide 

the equivalents of millions of stakes at a sufficiently high accuracy (Immerzeel et al., 2014), in 

real-time over short-time intervals, with stable positions, from different altitudes, and 

customized forward and side overlap dimensions. Also, drones equipped with specialized 

sensors (e.g., LiDAR or photogrammetry) can generate highly accurate 3D models of ice cliffs 

and their surroundings in different scales, resolutions, angles, and perspective with oblique-

viewing function. These models enable detailed volumetric calculations and better 

understanding of ice cliff morphology coupled with SfM techniques.  

Thus, UAV-based remote sensing filled the gap created by the lack of multi-viewing satellite 

remote sensors, customized stereo satellite spatial and temporal resolution and by the absence 

of reliable ground control points (GCPs) in high mountain areas, making available imagery at 

sub-centimeter resolution and with high positional accuracy from different angle-views. It also 

has the potential to bridge the gap between sparse and discontinuous field observations and 

continuous but coarser resolution space-borne remote sensing. 

In such manner, remote sensing studies with focus on UAV-based monitoring can be an 

important platform to study Tapado Complex in Chile, an important source of meltwater for the 

large population residing in the downstream basin. The Tapado Complex is the principal glacier 
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in the catchment of Coquimbo-La Serena in the semiarid Andes (SA), region characterized by 

low precipitation at the coast and precipitation as snow in higher elevations even during summer. 

Thus, cryosphere dynamics, the movement and behavior of ice and snow, is the most important 

component for the hydrological system and streamflow in the region with glaciers working as 

water storages. Consequently, the water supply for this catchment is highly dependent on melt 

from seasonal snow and ice bodies from the Tapado Complex.  

Cryosphere dynamics research in Tapado Complex, then, come in urge, as total precipitation 

has declined over the 21st century (Santibañez 1997; Vuille and Milana 2007) and 

desertification has been recognized internationally as a critical problem in the SA, according to 

the United Convention to Combat Desertification (1994). Adding to the poor water distribution, 

the densely populated regions and the agricultural activities in the catchment, estimations of 

ablation rates, mass balance, sublimation rates, ice flow, etc. have been strategical for 

government policies and actions. Hence, the Centro de Estudos Avanzados de Zonas Áridas 

(CEAZA) has been exploring the cryosphere in the Tapado Complex in the later years with 

excellence. 

However, it is still well unexplored by drones and publications focused mostly on 

geomorphology of the complex, drainage pathways, penitentes, clean-ice glacier dynamics, and 

rock glaciers. In the past five years, UAV research has been implemented, as it is easily explored 

by drones due its small size not requiring different flying routes to different blocks, neither 

requires placing the differential global position system (DGPS) at different locations, and due 

to factors, such as inaccessible high elevation, underlying terrain, and year-round rough weather 

conditions. In other hand, debris-covered glaciers mass balance, nor supraglacial ponds 

dynamics and ice cliff backwasting, haven’t gotten much attention yet. 

Thus and so, this master’s thesis aims to build an inventory of supraglacial ponds and ice cliffs 

using a combination of aerial photography, high resolution space-born remote sensing and UAV 

survey from 1956 to 2023; to estimate selected ice cliffs surface changes in 3D, using dense 

point cloud derived from UAV survey from 2019 to 2023; and to access how supraglacial ponds 

occurrence and ice cliff development relates to surface elevation changes using generated DEMs 

in comparison with Tapado Glacier and debris-covered glacier lowering. In prospect, the results 

can contribute to improve the understanding of debris-covered glacier system dynamics at 

global and local scale, to acquire more data related to supraglacial water bodies and ice-cliff 

influence on glacier ablation, to contribute to high mountain glacier hydrology research, to 
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provide inputs for numerical modelling, and to propagate the usage of UAV remote sensing in 

glaciological studies.  
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2. Study site  

2.1 Geographic location   

The La Laguna catchment (30°11′ 53′′S, 69°56′15′′W), situated at the headwaters of the Elqui 

River catchment, in between ~3500 and 6216 m a.s.l., englobes an area of ~140 km² (Robson 

et al., 2022). The Tapado Glacier (5536 m.a.s.l.) is the main glacier in the catchment, located 

in the Río Colorado basin at the head of the Elqui River catchment in the semiarid Andes of 

Chile (30°08′ S, 69°55′W), capped with the largest (~1.26 km²) glacier of the Elqui catchment 

(Monnier et al., 2014). The wider Tapado Complex also includes two rock glacier tongues 

(~0.85 km²), totaling ~2.1 km² of glaciers within the Tapado glacier-rock glaciers. 

2.2 Geology and geomorphology  

Tapado Complex sites on the South slope of the large glacial cirque and its bedrock are 

composed of dacitic and rhyolitic materials from upper Paleozoic–Lower Trias and upper 

Oligocene–Lower Miocene periods (Strauch et al., 2006). In the north-eastern half of the cirque, 

a debris-covered glacier tongue followed by cryogenic rock glacier tongue extends for 1.2 km 

from 4250 to 4530 m.a.s.l., while in the south-western half of the cirque, in the continuity of 

clean-ice glacier, the debris-covered tongue followed by a glaciogenic rock glacier tongue 

extends for 2 km from 4250 to 4700 m.a.s.l. (Monnier et al., 2014). The debris-covered glacier 

is characterized by a trident-like shaped tongue with large exposures of ice-cliffs in supraglacial 

ponds and by rather chaotic hummocky moraines (Monnier et al., 2014). Areas of the catchment 

above 4500 m.a.s.l. are likely to display continuous permafrost conditions, whereas areas 

between 3900 and 4500 m.a.s.l. permafrost is probably more scattered (Azócar et al., 2017).   

Monnier et al. (2014) identified six main spatial units in the landform assemblage, extending 

downslope from the glacier front: (i) an upper latero-frontal moraine complex, (ii) an upper 

debris-covered glacier, (iii) a lower debris-covered glacier, (iv) a first rock glacier, (v) a second 

rock glacier, and (vi) a lower latero-frontal moraine complex. The upper debris-covered glacier 

is divided between a vast central area and a marginal and prominent belt of composite moraine 

ridges, which marks the outer boundary of the upper debris-covered glacier and its piling-up 

onto the lower debris-covered glacier. The two debris-covered glaciers present typical features, 

such as irregular set of thermokarst depressions and supraglacial ponds, massive ice exposures, 

closed crevasses, and hummocky moraines. The walls of the thermokarst depressions often
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Figure 2 - Location of Tapado Complex and its landforms. The three main landforms that will be discussed in the thesis are 1) Tapado Complex-, 2) debris-covered 

glacier (upper and lower debris-covered glacier) pinpointing ice cliffs in Area 1 and Area 2,  3) Area 1 representing UAV survey thermokarst depression from 2019 

to 2020, and 4) Area 2 representing cliffed area surveyed in 2022 and 2023. Sources: 1) Pléiades imagery (2023), 2) Pléiades imagery (2023), 3) Ayala, A. (2023) 

field work with DJI Mavick 3E. 
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exhibit exposures of glacier ice, up to ~30 m high and ~50 m wide, with well visible structural 

features such as stratification, debris inclusions, thrusting, and folding; the hummocky 

morphology also exhibits frequent but somewhat smaller ice exposure (Monnier et al., 2014).   

The National Water Directorate of Chile (DGA, 2010) monitored vertical displacements 

between -0.01 and -2.00 ma-1 within the debris-covered and rock glaciers. Between 1956 and 

2010, the upper debris-covered glacier shows the largest surface displacements, up to 85 m. In 

the time, the lower debris-covered glacier moved slower, with displacements up to 45 m 

(Monnier et al., 2014). Thermokarst depressions were tracked in the period and show clear and 

significant displacements, as well as evolution, including closing, opening, or even joining of 

depressions over time.   

2.3 Climatic setting  

The Chilean semiarid Andes (SA) (29°S, 34°S), a transition zone between the extremely arid 

region north (25°S) and the humid climate south (40°S) (Escobar and Aceituno, 1998), is 

characterized by low atmospheric pressure, low air densities, high solar radiation, and minimal 

atmospheric humidity (MacDonell et al., 2013, Navarro et al., 2023). This zone involves a low 

annual precipitation rate near the coast (80 mma−1 at 30°S) and a slightly higher rate on the 

windward slope (150 to 200 mma−1 at 30°S) (Álvarez-Garretón et al., 2018; Falvey and 

Garreaud, 2007; Favier et al., 2009), with a mean annual orographic precipitation gradient of 

6.3 mm km−1 in elevation at 30°S (Scaff et al., 2017). In those high-altitude regions, 

precipitation predominantly falls as snow, due to constantly low temperatures (Favier et al., 

2009), even during summer season.  

Interannual and seasonal variability in precipitation episodic events are associated with the 

Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) and El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) (Navarro et al., 

2023). During positive-warm phases, higher precipitation is related to El Niño years, and is 

more pronounced during austral winter (May to August). This scenario occurs because of the 

influence of the westerly winds and the South Pacific High (Falvey and Garreaud, 2007), which 

allows cold frontal systems coming from the southwest Pacific to penetrate the continent 

(Navarro et al., 2023). During cold-negative phases, lower precipitation is related to the La Niña 

years, and the coast of Chile suffers severe drought. This happens as westerly winds currents 

blow warm water at the Pacific Ocean's surface towards Asia, cold water from the deep sea rises 
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to the surface near South America (Escobar and Aceituno, 1998). PDO phases are like ENSO 

patterns, however, in a long-lived cycle, being able to bulky or attenuate ENSO anomalies.   

La Laguna meteorological station, located at ~3100 m a.s.l. and ~15 km to southwest of the 

study site, recorded a mean annual precipitation of 167 mm (1970-2009), and a mean annual air 

temperature (MAAT) of 8 °C (1974–2011). The 0 °C MAAT isotherm is located near 4000 m 

a.s.l. (Brenning, 2005; Ginot et al., 2006). A warming trend of 0.17 °C decade−1 in the MAAT 

was calculated at the La Laguna station for 1974–2011. Total precipitation has declined over 

the 21st century (Vuille and Milana 2007) and desertification has been recognized internationally 

as a critical problem in the SA (UNCCD, 1994).  Additionally, due those to arid conditions, 

sublimation rates are relatively high, specially at high elevation where melt rate stagnates 

(Navarro et al., 2023).  

 

Figure 3 - Representation of major Earth’s cryosphere system processes in high mountain areas adapted to Tapado 

Complex climatological context. Source: Adapted from Azam et al., 2021. 

2.4 Hydrological system and streamflow  

The main components of the hydrological system in high-altitude glaciers are snow, ice bodies, 

groundwater, high-altitude wetlands, and surface stream (Navarro et al., 2023). In the SA, the 

most important contributor to total annual runoff is snowmelt (Favier et al., 2009), specially 
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during autumn-winter season; which is controlled by frequency and intensity of the front, 

topography, wind distribution, avalanching, sublimation, albedo variability and anthropogenic 

activities (Hue et al, 2021; Navarro et al., 2023).   

However, as snow cover only lasts 1 to 2 months after the last winter snowfall (Favier et al, 

2009), during dry periods ice is exposed to extreme weather conditions (i.e., irradiant fluxes) 

due to the lower income of snow, thus glacial ice melt turns to be an important contributor to 

streamflow (Favier et al., 2009). At high altitudes, above ~4000 m a.s.l., sublimation is an 

important process, contributing between 46 to 90% of total ablation (MacDonell et al., 2013). 

This sublimation process originates ice spikes-shaped features, commonly known as penitentes, 

preserving snow cover from melting, as non-linear ablation loses water content to the 

atmosphere (Sinclair and MacDonell, 2016).  

In this system, debris-covered glaciers and rock glaciers act as natural reservoirs, storing frozen 

water and releasing it slowly (Azócar and Brenning, 2010). In the SA, cryo-conditioned 

landforms represent an important long- and short-term hydrologic unit (Pourrier et al., 2014), 

capable of provide quite persistent flows throughout the year with higher relative contributions 

during dry seasons (Navarro et al., 2023). In the La Laguna catchment glaciers and rock glaciers 

are estimated to contribute between 4%–13% to the annual streamflow (Favier et al., 2009; 

Pourrier et al., 2014; Schaffer et al., 2019), while Tapado catchment was estimated to contribute 

13 ± 20% this upstream watershed (Pourrier et al., 2014).  

Subsequent hydrological processes are surface and subsurface runoff and storage of water that 

flows through pathways available in the landscape as supraglacial or englacial streamflow, or 

quick flow (Navarro et al., 2023), due the impermeabilization of glacial landforms by ice layers. 

Those flows can arise as supraglacial ponds due the blockage of conduits connectivity by 

impermeable layers of ice, or to sum up incoming groundwater flow and cryo-conditioned 

landforms meltwater, eventually reaching aquifers and rivers. The aquifers, particularly, 

constitute one of the most reliable hydrological reservoirs in arid and semiarid areas, due to its 

long hydrological memory that allows the release of water stored in previous winter 

precipitation (Álvarez-Garretón et al., 2021).  

2.5 Area changes, lowering and mass balance  

Robson et al. (2022) analyzed the wider Tapado complex’s area changes, surface lowering and 

geodetic mass balance between 1956 and 2020. They conclude that Tapado Glacier’s area 
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shrank by a total of −25.2 ± 4.6% (−0.42 ± 0.23 km²) at a mean rate of −0.40% ma−1. Between 

1956 and 1978 the glacier area reduced −0.35 ± 0.30% ma−1, which increased to −0.60 ± 2.28% 

ma−1 between 2000 and 2012 and to −1.03 ± 2.19% ma−1 between 2012 and 2015. Between 2015 

and 2020, losses decreased to −0.16 ± 2.77% ma−1. The clean ice section of Tapado Glacier has 

seen greater changes, shrinking from 1.30 ± 0:01 km² in 1956 to 0.93 ± 0:01 km² in 2020, a 

change of −28.4 ± 1.1% ma−1.   

In the above-mentioned paper (Robson et al., 2022), Tapado Complex has lowered by an 

average of –7.44 m between 1956 and 2020. The clean-ice glacier and the debris-covered glacier 

presented the great thinning rates, with a mean annual loss of –0.64 ± 0.11 ma–1 and –0.44 ± 

0.11 ma–1 between 2012 and 2020, respectively. Although, the rock-glacier showed slight 

thinning rates of –0.08 ± 0.11 ma–1. The upper debris-covered glacier had the biggest thinning 

rates of by ~0.7–0.8 ma–1, while the lower debris-covered glacier lost 0.3–0.5 ma–1, although 

thinning rates are greatly enhanced within the vicinity of supraglacial lakes and ice cliffs, with 

rates of up to 2 m a–1. The results (Robson et al., 2022) also showed that Tapado Glacier has 

consistently had a negative geodetic mass balance over the entire 64-year period, with a mean 

mass balance of –0.11 ± 0.05 m.w.e.a–1. The glacier mass balance was most negative in recent 

times, with a mean of –0.54 ± 0.10 m.w.e.a–1 from 2012 to 2015, and –0.32 ± 0.08 m.w.e.a–1 

from 2015 to 2020.  

The National Water Directorate of Chile (2010) also monitored vertical displacements withing 

the Tapado Complex, from 1956 to 2010, with values in between −0.01 and −2.00 ma−1. 

Monnier et al. (2014) summarized those results, observing most pronounced surface lowering 

(−60 m) in the limit between the clean-ice tongue (upper-lateral frontal moraine) and upper 

debris-covered glacier. In the thermokarst area (depressions, supraglacial ponds, and ice-cliffs) 

of the upper debris-covered glacier, marked downwasting in between 20–40 was observed. 

Within the lower units of the study site (lower debris-covered glacier and rock glaciers), 

moderate downwasting of 5–10 m was pointed out in the central parts of the rock glacier tongs, 

and moderate surface rising of 5–15 m was identified along the boundaries between units. 

Moraine ridges, in general, presented surface rising of 5–10 m throughout the area.   

2.6 Human and economics aspects  

The water resources in Chile are not evenly distributed. In semiarid and arid regions from the 

Metropolitan Region of Santiago to the north (~18°–34°S), the total water supply is ~ 500 m³ 
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person–1yr–1, while between Santiago and the Austral Macrozone (~34°–44°S), the water supply 

is ~ 53,900 m³ person–1yr–1 and in the Austral Macrozone (~44°–56°S), the water supply is 

~2,444,600 m³ person–1yr–1 (DGA, 2016). The population density, respectively, is 91, 36 and 1 

hab. km²–1 (DGA, 2016). The zones of limited water resources from Santiago to the north also 

correspond to areas with significant agricultural development, and extensive mining activity 

(Schaffer et al., 2019).  

The Elqui River catchment has a total population of over 230,000 people, an agricultural 

production worth USD 40 million a year, and water dependent industry such as mining (Cortés 

et al., 2012), in which most human and agricultural development is concentrated in the valleys, 

while the mountainous terrain is largely unpopulated or unused, except for mining operations 

(Schaffer et al., 2019). Water supply for these sectors is largely reliant on melting from seasonal 

snow and ice bodies from the Andean Cordillera (Favier et al. 2009; Azócar and Brenning 2010). 

For a large portion of the semiarid region of Chile, the water supply has already been exhausted 

(DGA, 2016), placing water availability in a precarious position as the demand for water 

resources is expected to rise in the future (Meza et al. 2015).  
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3. Supraglacial ponds, ice cliffs, and their influence on glacier mass 

balance  

3.1 Supraglacial ponds   

Supraglacial ponds, also known as proglacial or thermokarst ponds, on debris-covered glaciers 

have gained significant attention in recent years due to their potential influence on glacier melt 

rates and hydrological processes within the cryosphere. They are a common feature on the 

surface of glaciers covered with a layer of debris, as in figure 4. On Tapado Complex, surface 

water body features range from small puddles to larger ponds, however they can develop to 

large lakes spanning several kilometers, as seen in other debris-covered glaciers in the world. 

They are a temporary feature that occurs when meltwater collects and accumulates in 

depressions or crevasses on the glacier surface, linked to warming temperatures, negative glacier 

mass balance, and relatively slower ice velocities (Röhl, 2008).   

 

Figure 4 - Supraglacial ponds on debris-covered glacier on Tapado Complex. Figure shows a and f) supraglacial 

pond in contact with ice cliff; b) supraglacial pond in thermokarst depression going through ice cliff development; 

c) supraglacial pond in contact with ice cliff going through calving events; d) supraglacial pond on the crest of ice 

cliffs; e) supraglacial pond in thermokarst depression without the presence of ice cliffs. Source: UAV and field 

photos from December 2022. 

Supraglacial pond formation starts with the disruption of the insulating debris mantle by 

thermokarst erosion (Figure 5), in which thermokarst depressions that exploit the pre-existing 
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englacial drainage network are triggered. The subsequent development of surface ponding is 

knowingly associated to inefficient glacial meltwater drainage, lower surface gradient, 

enlargement of conduits down-glacier, increase of glacier ablation budget and non-linear mass 

balance profile with elevation. One of the most noticeable forms of pond expansion and largest 

component of ice loss is the back-melting of the surrounding walls (fig. 4a, 4d, 4f), caused by 

ongoing pond ice edge calving in conjunction with substantial subaqueous melt, once originated 

by englacial conduit collapse (Miles et al., 2016). Watson et al. (2017) note that ponds bordering 

a cliff were much larger than other ponds, same statements were made by Loriaux and Ruiz 

(2021) for Verde Glacier in Chile and by Röhl (2008) for Tasman Glacier in New Zealand.  

 

Figure 5 - Thermokarst depression on Tapado Complex without the presence of supraglacial ponds or ice cliffs. 

Source: Field work, dec 2022. 

The position of englacial conduits is responsible for the hydraulic connection of the englacial 

drainage system, determining the efficiency of glacial meltwater drainage and developments of 

ponds (Röhl, 2008). Such supraglacial ponds can experience repeated filling and drainage, as 

englacial conduits are the dominant drainage route for supraglacial ponds (Miles et al., 2017a). 

Sakai et al. (2000) related the drainage dynamics of supraglacial ponds, especially the ones 

observed during melting season, to the thermal enlargement of their drainage channels and 

lowering of their floors – due englacial conduit collapse which could also create further ponds, 
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and concluded that enlargement of englacial conduits happens because at least half of the heat 

absorbed at the surfaces of ponds is released with outflow and its delivery is focused to the ice 

underneath. 

The formation and size of supraglacial ponds are heavily marked by seasonal changes (i.e., 

meltwater generation, englacial inputs and drainages, and precipitation input), englacial base 

water level, topography gradient, and surface velocity that resonates in surface lowering and 

increased glacier stagnation. Thus, supraglacial ponds are classified in accordance with 

seasonality, water base level, surface gradient and surface velocity. 

Some attempts to measure the influence of seasonality and climate on ponding have been made, 

Steiner et al. (2019) estimated a difference of 1% in pond cover from dry to wet season in the 

Langtang Glacier, and Zhang et al (2015) observed that smaller ponds are more sensitive to 

climate changes. Watson et al. (2016) showed that without exception there were more ponds 

evident, increased ponded area and cumulative area distributions during summer periods than 

during the preceding winter, as pond development proceeds alongside sporadic drainage events 

from accumulated snow and ice during winter season. The localized melting of ice due uneven 

distribution of debris activates smaller basins, therefore, enhancing meltwater generation and 

increasing pond connectivity with englacial drainage system (e.g., Sakai et al., 2000; Miles et 

al., 2016).  

Sakai et al. (2000) correlated fluctuations in water level to pond surface area and depth, as water 

received by ponds from surrounding surface watershed and the discharged water through 

englacial conduits varied according to changes in water level. The same research also correlated 

smaller water balance changes to the presence of glacial lakes, as the water level is controlled 

by them. Röhl (2008) found that ponds reaching the englacial base water level tend to grow 

progressively and classified supraglacial ponds in debris covered glacier based to the water level 

as:   

a) perched ponds that lie above the level of the englacial drainage system,  

b) ponds that are hydraulically connected to the main drainage system at the same base 

water level,  

c)  ponds that are in the active part of the drainage system with noticeable currents.  
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Perched lakes are, therefore, ephemeral features that undergo cycles of expansion and drainage. 

Meanwhile, Benn et al. (2001) constated that the growth of perched lakes on the glacier surface 

is self-limiting, and although they contribute to thinning of the glacier, they are unlikely to 

evolve directly into large (>1 km) moraine-dammed lakes. 

Reynolds (2000) proposed a glacier classification based on their surface gradient influence on 

the formation of dispersed ponds, in which glaciers with gradients in the range of 2°-6° are 

expected to experience widespread dispersed ponding and those in the range of 6°-10° expected 

to exhibit isolated small ponds. Sakai and Fujita (2010) complemented this classification stating 

that glacier terminus with surface gradient lower than 2° is prone to develop large terminal lakes. 

Quincey et al. (2007) concluded that surface lowering results in an overall reduction of the 

surface gradient in the ablation area, also reducing driving stressed and flow speed, contributing 

to the development of dammed moraine lakes. 

Previous studies showed already that supraglacial pond development is most likely where the 

glaciers have a low slope angle and a low flow velocity or are stagnant (e.g., Reynolds 2000; 

Quincey et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2013; Chand and Watanabe, 2019; Taylor et al., 2021; Loriaux 

and Ruiz, 2021). Bolch et al. (2008) analyzing glacier surface flow rates of the Khumbu, Imja 

and Lhotse Nup Glaciers, determined that low surface flow or stagnant ice is indicative of the 

future formation of supraglacial ponds and glacial lakes. That occurs because ice accumulates 

in depressions or low-lying areas on the glacier's surface, acting as natural basins for the pooling 

of meltwater – in contrary, rapidly flowing glaciers may transport meltwater away more quickly, 

preventing the development of supraglacial lakes. 

Although there is impressive literature on pond dynamics, those processes on smaller glaciers 

are less understood. Bolch et al. (2008) has not found any clear trend in spatial distribution of 

ponded area on the smaller glaciers in the study area, Watson et al. (2016) found that surface 

water storage is much more variable in small glaciers. Understanding the dynamics and 

implications of supraglacial ponds on debris-covered glaciers in small glaciers – the most 

endangered by climate changes – is vital for predicting future glacier behavior and assessing 

water resources in glacierized regions. Further research is needed to investigate the spatial and 

temporal distribution of supraglacial ponds, their connectivity, and their influence on glacier 

dynamics and downstream water availability.  
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Researchers have also correlated supraglacial pond presence to ablation zones and to increasing 

melt rates on the glacier. That is because incised supraglacial channels are common across the 

upper ablation zones of debris-covered glaciers, but the low gradient and dense undulations 

typical of the lower ablation zone greatly impede water flow, leading to ponding and water 

storage in closed surface depressions. (e.g., Sakai et al., 2000; Benn et al., 2001; Watson et al., 

2016; Miles et al., 2017b). Sakai et al. (2000) and Watson et al. (2016) linked the pond size 

distribution to the evolution of debris-covered glaciers under negative mass balance, pointing 

out the consequent implications for the positive-feedback enhancement of melt, in and around 

the pond environment.  

Thus, increased ablation budget of the negative mass balance increases melting, and the non-

linearity concentrates those melting in critical zones. Miles et al. (2017b) observed a 

contribution of 12.5 ± 2.0% of mass loss originated from supraglacial ponds and Lamsal et al. 

(2017) affirmed that ponds enhance localized ice wastage.  

Therefore, these ponds act as storage reservoirs, as they accumulate meltwater during the 

summer season. In this way, area measurements of supraglacial ponds are extremely important 

as a proxy for water storage and glacier ablation potential (e.g., Liu et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 

2015), for example, Stefaniak et al. (2021) accounted that supraglacial pond stores 8% of total 

water volume at the Miage Glacier in Italy. As ponds grow, they can interconnect and form a 

network of channels and drains through which water flows, contributing to the overall meltwater 

output from glaciers and affecting downstream water availability and hydrological regimes.  

3.2 Ice cliffs 

Ice cliffs are vertical or near-vertical walls of exposed ice that form on the surface of debris-

covered glaciers, as seen in Figure 6. They typically arise from the exposure of glacier ice by 

localized debris slumping, by the exposure of ice at the margins of supraglacial lakes and by the 

collapse of englacial conduits (Watson, 2017). Despite the small areal coverage of ice cliffs, 

estimates of their contribution to glacier mass loss are often substantial, but highly variable 

(Benn et al., 2001, Watson, 2017).  

Previous studies have shown that independent from ice cliffs small percentual of covered area, 

they are responsible for high values of thinning rates. Buri et al. (2021) ice cliffs cover 2.1% ± 

0.6% of debris-covered tongues but cause 17% ± 4% of their annual ice loss in Lirung and 
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Langtang Glaciers, while Brun et al. (2016) measured a glacier ablation rate on ice cliffs to be 

6 times higher than the average glacier ablation rate over the same area. On Miage Glacier, in 

Italy, Reid and Brock (2017) accounted ice cliff ablation for 7.4% of total ablations. Brun et al. 

(2018) identified it to be 23% for Changri Nup Glacier in Nepal. Thompson et al. (2016) related 

40% of total ablation to ice cliffs in the Ngozumpa Glacier, Buri et al. (2021) correlated 17% of 

mass loss to ice cliffs in the Langtang Valley, and Kneib et al. (2021) said that average melts on 

ice cliffs at Langtang glacier can be up to 14 times higher than the surrounding debris. In the 

Cordillera Blanc, Peruvian-Andes, Wigmore and Mark (2017) also associated ice loss to ice 

cliff presence. 

The formation of ice cliffs is facilitated by the presence of supraglacial ponds and debris, which 

act as amplifiers of melting processes on the glacier surface (Benn et al., 2012). As supraglacial 

ponds absorb solar radiation and debris emit longwave radiation, they experience higher energy 

inputs compared to surrounding ice, leading to increased melting (Buri et al., 2016). The melting 

process enlarges existing crevasses or triggers the development of new fractures (e.g., conduit 

collapse), resulting in the creation of ice cliffs (Benn et al., 2012).  

The insulating effect of debris cover creates an uneven ice surface topography, with the 

formation of ridges and depressions, where supraglacial ponds tend to accumulate. The ponded 

water acts as a lens, focusing solar energy onto the underlying ice, especially if considered 

season drainage cycles, accelerating ablation and preferential melting (Buri et al., 2016). 

Furthermore, as supraglacial ponds expand, the increased water pressure within the crevasses 

can induce fracturing and calving events (Benn et al., 2012). The pond-induced melting 

contributes to the growth and vertical expansion of ice cliffs, in which the calved ice exposes 

fresh, vertical ice walls.  

Therefore, ice cliff backwasting is the result of those melting processes and mechanical forces 

acting on the retreat and erosion of pre-existent ice cliffs in debris-covered glaciers. Size and 

depth of supraglacial ponds, duration of pond presence during the melt season, englacial 

hydrological connections, aspect and orientation of the ice cliff, and depth of debris-cover layer 

influence the rates of ice cliff backwasting in debris-covered glaciers. These factors can vary 

spatially and temporally, leading to variations in backwasting rates across different regions and 

time periods. Additionally, backwasting of ice cliffs can produce accountable meltwater 

generation to the total melt runoff from the debris-covered area.  
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Figure 6 - Ice cliffs on debris-covered glacier on Tapado Complex showing exposed ice and thermokarst 

depression with and without contact of supraglacial ponds. Source: Field Work. 

Buri et al. (2016) classified cliff behavior in three categories regarding pond presence: reclining 

cliffs, persistent cliffs and expanding cliffs. Reclining cliffs happens in absence of pond contact, 

which permits flattening of the cliff and causes continuous cliff reclining as fast drainage of 

ponds removes the steep sections from the cliff’s base and the reduced ice volume from positive 

feedback on glacier ablation lowers cliff's top ridge (Buri et al., 2016). On the contrary, 

consistent pond presence, when ponds are filled slightly and then drained gradually, leads to 

steep sections at the cliff base, enabling a stable cliff geometry (Buri et al., 2016). Last, partial 

pond drainage markedly promotes cliff shape and geometry changes, thus, lowering pond water 

level reveals steep formerly submerged ice in a cliff that grew radially in size (Buri et al., 2016). 

Cliffs have also been classified regarding aspect and orientation. Sakai et al. (2002), Steiner et 

al. (2015), Buri et al. (2016) and Watson (2017) related cliff survival over multiple seasons to 

cliff facing. On the Northern Hemisphere, a higher solar radiation receipt on south-facing cliffs 

is expected to cause their rapid decay and burial under debris following progressive slope angle 

lowering, which may explain why few south-facing cliffs are observed (Sakai et al., 2002; 
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Watson, 2017). In contrast, ice cliff persistence is likely to be favored on shaded north-facing 

slopes, as high longwave radiation input at the cliff base and low direct solar radiation input at 

the Cliff top appears to maintain a steep cliff angle (Sakai et al., 2002; Steiner et al., 2015; Buri 

et al., 2016). 

Larger and deeper ponds have a larger surface area in contact with the ice cliff, leading to greater 

heat transfer and enhanced melting. Size and depth of ponds also affect the water pressure within 

crevasses, influencing the likelihood of calving events and ice cliff collapse. Calving events led 

by pond-cliff interactions were classified by Kirkbride and Warren (1997). Waterline calving is 

frequent but small events occur close to the waterline and remove several cubic meters of ice. 

Flake calving removes large quantity of ice from the cliff face, while in full-height slab calving 

detachment of large volumes of ice through the development of crevasses at the cliff top are 

involved. Then, subaqueous calving is when submerged ice foot develops below the zone of 

greatest undercutting. 

In conclusion, ice cliffs and ponding are of particular interest in Tapado Glacier in Chile, due to 

their potential to accelerate ice melt and contribute to glacier wastage, destabilize the glacier by 

localized thinning and weakening of ice at the base of ice cliffs, and increase the risk of ice 

avalanches or glacier collapse by hydrofracturing. The positive feedback of ice cliffs and 

supraglacial ponds, i.e., ponds creating new cliffs that develops into new ponds and cliffs (Sakai 

et al., 2009), are responsible for the markedly mass loss that occurs below supraglacial debris 

(i.e., subaqueous melting and enlargement of conduits) and melt and calving of ice cliffs.  
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4. Remote sensing and UAVs 

Remote sensing has played a crucial role in advancing glaciology by providing valuable insights 

into the dynamics and changes of glaciers. Over the years, both 2D, 2.5D and 3D remote sensing 

techniques have contributed significantly to our understanding of glacial processes and their 

responses to environmental factors. 

In the early stages of glaciological remote sensing, 2D techniques in broader and medium scales 

were widely used, with the aid of sensors such as Landsat, Skylab, ERS, cameras attached to 

airplanes or even passive microwave sensors, like Nimbus. Those low and medium resolution 

sensors pivot the way for the remote monitoring of glacier area extent and changes (e.g., Meier, 

1975; Rango and Martinec, 1981; Hall et al., 1995; Aniya et al., 1997), as it offers a synoptic 

view of glaciers at regular intervals over large spatial scales. The 2D techniques in their initial 

development, also allowed the creation of glacier inventories (e.g., Post et al., 1971; Patzelt, 

1980; Aniya, 1988), topographic mapping from vertical photographs and elementary feature 

tracking and glacier velocity estimations were also available products. 

The ascension of digital photogrammetry, the science of extracting precise geometric 

information from photographs in X, Y, and Z coordinates, made possible the construction of 

DEMs (Digital Elevation Models), comprehensive 2.5D of the Earth's surface, from aero 

photos. Those products and photogrammetric techniques enabled sophisticated analysis even 

in the 20th century and are broadly used up to today. Topographic maps, elevation changes, 

mass balance, surface velocity and ice flow analysis and measurements (e.g., Kappenberger et 

al., 1993; Etzelmüller et al., 1996; Kääb et al., 1998) could flourish without the necessary aid 

of field measurements. 

Then, the advance of satellite spatial and spectral resolution proportioned high and fine 

resolution imagery. Those high-quality imagery from optical sensors increased the quality and 

accuracy of remote sensing results, that early on would still require geophysical, point data and 

other types of field measurements to complement or to determine the precision of the 

measurements. Inventory and further analysis of surface features, as supraglacial ponds and ice 

cliffs were greatly benefited. 

More recently, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) have proved to offer several advantages over 

traditional remote sensing methods in glaciology. Firstly, equipped with advanced cameras and 

sensors, UAVs capture detailed imagery of the Earth's surface, at chosen resolution on demand, 
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impossible with traditional satellite imagery or aerial photography. This changeable resolution 

enables the detection of fine-scale features with 3D coordinates; as for larger features that would 

not require such fine-resolution, making it easy to adapt to different objects.  

With the advent of 3D photogrammetry, fine resolution imagery could be combined with 

Structure from Motion (SfM) and Multi-View Stereo (MVS) enabled the generation of detailed 

3D products of glaciers in accurate georeferencing. The SfM reconstructs the 3D structure of a 

terrain based on overlapped photos taken in different positions and angles that contains X, Y 

and Z coordinates, while MVS fill the gaps or reconstruct the 3D point clouds generated by 

SfM, increasing the density of the point cloud and providing more accurate details (Figure 7). 

Then, 3D analysis from point cloud, acquired from photogrammetry processing provided, a 

more correct and accurate representation of Earth’s surface, as height were not assumed from a 

flat, constant, and uniform representation surface as in 2.5D data. 

Also, UAVs offer enhanced temporal resolution and flexibility. Unlike satellite-based remote 

sensing, which operates on predefined acquisition schedules, UAVs can be deployed on-

demand, allowing for more frequent and targeted data collection. This flexibility is particularly 

valuable for monitoring dynamic glacier processes that may exhibit rapid changes over short 

time periods, for example seasonal changes on supraglacial ponds and ice-cliffs. Combined to 

UAVs cost-effectiveness, those short-cycle dynamics and smaller glaciers can be monitored 

precisely and constantly. 

In addition, traditional remote sensing methods often face limitations in acquiring data from 

rugged or remote glacier environments. In contrast, UAVs can navigate close to the glacier 

surface, collect data from hard-to-reach areas, and capture detailed information even in complex 

terrain that would not be visible from satellites, as ice-cliff backwasting. Hence, multi-view 

perspective from UAVs can provide highly accurate elevation data, allowing the generation of 

detailed 3D products of glacier, capturing retreat on the whole cliff body from its upper edge to 

the water contact in X, Y and Z direction. This is an important process to difference horizontal 

to vertical wasting (down- and backwasting).  

In summary, UAVs provide several advantages over traditional remote sensing methods in 

supraglacial ponds and ice cliff mapping and analysis. This includes high spatial and temporal 

resolution, accessibility to challenging features (i.e., small supraglacial ponds and ice cliffs), 

accurate georeferencing, and cost-effectiveness. These advantages have significantly advanced 

our understanding of glacial processes and their responses to environmental changes. However, 
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the combination with 2D and 2.5D sensors can still significantly contribute to our understanding 

of glaciological processes, especially regarding historical data and time analysis, necessary to 

understand glacier dynamics to climate.  

 

Figure 7 - Structure-from-Motion (SfM). Instead of a single stereo pair, the SfM technique requires multiple, 

overlapping photographs as input to feature extraction and 3D reconstruction algorithms. Source: Westoby et al. 

2013. 

4.1 Remote sensing and georeferencing 

GPS-based positioning systems are an important part of remote sensing and photogrammetry. 

This technology has also evolved within the field of remote sensing, tracking, and adapting to 

new sensors and techniques. This allows users to determine the precision location (latitude, 

longitude, and altitude) of features on Earth’s surface, in each image or photo. For this reason, 

different positioning systems are applied depending on the dataset and the accuracy necessary 

for the analysis. 

First, there is GCP (Ground Control Points), known physical points on the surface with 

accurately surveyed coordinates, widely applied to georeferencing and align aerial photographs, 

topographic maps and satellite imagery. The ascension of services and applications that utilize 

GPS data and other location information to provide navigation or mapping, as Google Earth, aid 

on the gathering of coordinates, not necessarily requiring field surveys, at least for large or 

medium scale analysis. Although substantial progress has been made since then, GCP is still 

extensively applied nowadays, as it is a straightforward way to increase accuracy in any dataset. 
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Along with GCP, the usage of tie points (TP) establishes the relationship between image and 

ground within two or more images, important process for registration and potentially increasing 

accuracy. The identification of similar features within datasets, or tie points, are mostly 

automated or semi-automated in photogrammetry software, such as Agisoft or OrthoEngine. It 

can also be manually defined to align old maps to new dataset, for example. 

Then, through the usage of drones and satellites, high-precision remote positioning progressed. 

Post-processing kinematic (PPK) positioning technique records GPS data during imagery 

collection and stores it in the base station and rover. It is processed afterwards using satellite 

orbit and clock data as post-process positions, this means that no real-time corrections are made. 

UAV can also benefit from PPK, however, the usage of RTK (real-time kinematic) on drones 

enables sub-centimeter positioning accuracy with no post-processing requirements. This is 

because the base station transmits corrections to the rover, allowing it to calculate its precise 

position. Although, the usage of RTK is enhanced and suitable for small glaciers, like Tapado 

Glacier, as the rover and base station needs constant communication to transmit the positioning 

corrections to the rover, which can be difficult to accomplish in large glaciers. It leaves PPK 

suitable for applications with longer baseline distances. 

PPK and RTK systems revolutionized GCP applications as well, once coupled with 

photogrammetry software, RPCs (rational polynomial coefficients) crossed the bridge between 

the pixel coordinates within the satellite image and their real-world geographic counterparts. 

The translation of the pixel coordinates to real geographic coordinates makes the collection of 

GCP unnecessary – however, it still has the potential to increase accuracy in some cases. 

4.2 Overview and prospects of UAV in glaciology 

UAVs come in various sizes and configurations, ranging from lightweight fixed-wing aircraft to 

multi-rotor copters. Fixed-wing UAVs are ideal for covering large areas and conducting long-

endurance flights, while multi-rotor UAVs offer vertical take-off and landing capabilities, 

allowing for precise data collection in confined areas. These platforms can be equipped with 

different payloads, including RGB cameras, multispectral and hyperspectral sensors, thermal 

infrared cameras, LIDAR systems, and even ground-penetrating radar (GPR) (James & Robson, 

2014). Other than that, UAVs can enhance traditional field-based glaciology research by 

providing spatially extensive data coverage and reducing the need for manual measurements. 

For instance, UAVs can be used to collect ground control points for georeferencing, aiding in 

the accurate registration of satellite or airborne imagery.  
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Application of UAVs in glaciology began in polar glaciology, as high-resolution imagery 

allowed researchers to map glacier features and sea ice with high accuracy (e.g., Inoue, 2008; 

Walter et al., 2009; Crocker et al., 2011, Friedli, 2013), also allowing multi-temporal, feature 

tracking and flow calculations (e.g., Whitehead et al., 2013). Alpine glaciology introduced the 

usage of high-resolution DEM from drone imagery (Clayton et al., 2012), however, multi-view 

stereography through structure from-motion (SfM) to map glacial landforms was introduced a 

year later in polar glaciology field (e.g., Solbøa and Storvolda, 2013), which advanced the 

techniques for topographic mapping and photogrammetric measurements. Geomorphological 

mapping and glacier dynamics studies thrived with the advantages and practicalities of UAV-

based mapping in the followed years (e.g., Tokin et al., 2014; Ryan et al., 2015). 

Those measurements are crucial for assessing the contribution of glaciers to sea-level rise, water 

storage and understanding the response of glaciers to climate forcing, serving as valuable input 

data for numerical models that simulate glacier behavior and predict future glacier changes, 

improving their accuracy and reliability. Furthermore, they facilitate the identification and 

mapping of glaciers, as for detecting surface changes on glaciers. These features play a 

significant role in glacier dynamics and can provide insights into processes such as ice flow and 

meltwater runoff, as for helping researchers understand the drivers of glacier retreat and the 

impact of surface lowering on glacier mass balance.  

High mountain glaciers, in other hands, had its first attempt to map and generate high-

resolution DEMs and orthomosaics years later in the Himalayas (Immerzeel et al., 2014), 

providing a picture of the presence and dynamics supra-glacial and englacial channels and 

serving as a reference for other studies on glacier dynamics. Immerzeel et al. (2014) also 

combined, for the first time, UAV data with energy balance measurements on lakes and cliffs 

to understand differential melting in the debris-covered areas of a glacier. His work was 

succeeded by Miles et al. (2016), whose performed energy-balance modelling of a supraglacial 

pond on Lirung glacier, and by Kraaijenbrink et al. (2016), whose generate high-resolution 

DEMs and orthomosaics for further estimating the seasonal surface velocity. 

 The utilization of UAVs in high-altitude glacier studies has shown significant promise, 

especially contributing to regional water resource management and hazards assessment, 

response to climate change, understanding of global glacial systems and monitoring growth or 

retreat of ice cliffs, as it can be in centimeter-scales that requires fine precision on z-axis. 

Scientists have been able to analyze glacier mass loss, energy balance, and surface elevation 
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changes using SfM methodology (e.g., Westoby et al., 2012) and compare to localized changes 

within the glacier extent related to cliffs and ponds (e.g., Brun et al., 2016b; Kneib et al., 2022). 

Inside the scope of high mountain glacier, repeated surveys using UAVs at different time 

intervals have provide insights into the seasonal variations in cliff and pond density, water level 

fluctuations of supraglacial pond, changes in extent in those features, and changes in ice-cliff 

geometry (e.g., Watson et al., 2017; Steiner et al., 2019). Ice cliff dynamics were the most 

benefited from UAVs, from UAV derived DEMs for ice cliff backwasting estimation (e.g., Brun 

et al., 2016b; Kneib et al., 2022) to 3D modelling analyzed (e.g., Buri et al., 2016a; Brun et al., 

2018). Those studies and others revealed that their proportion and placement on the glacier 

surface can change considerably in a short time, and they can contribute drastically to total 

ablation.  

Mostly of studies are still concentrated in the Himalayas region, with no 3D analysis for ice 

cliffs in the Andes region. The usage of drones in a 3D point cloud approach can improve the 

understanding of regional patterns, yet not broadly applied. That is because height values are 

generalized in some order on derived DEM analysis and multi-view UAV are undermined by 

nadir view of satellites, omitting horizontal displacements under cliff edge or close to water 

surfaces and producing higher uncertainties. Brun et al. (2018) have shown that DEM and 

terrestrial photography can overestimate ice cliff volume loss by 9%. 

In other hand, supraglacial ponds mapping hasn’t widely used UAV technology, as many recent 

papers still use satellite imagery (e.g., Liu et al., 2015; Watson et al., 2016; Miles et al., 2017; 

Miles et al., 2018; Chand and Watanabe, 2019), not yet taking advantage of temporal control, 

reduced cloud cover interference and higher spatial resolution for reduced cost. It is important, 

however, to consider the limitations of UAVs in high-altitude and debris-covered glacier 

studies. The extreme environmental conditions, including low temperatures, strong winds, and 

high altitudes, can pose operational challenges for UAV flight. The limited flight endurance of 

UAVs restricts the area coverage and duration of data collection. Additionally, the accuracy of 

UAV-derived data, such as DEMs and orthomosaics, can be influenced by factors such as image 

quality, flight altitude, and sensor calibration (James & Robson, 2014). Despite these 

limitations, UAVs have proven to be valuable tools in high-altitude and debris-covered glacier 

studies, offering unprecedented access to remote and challenging glacier environments. By 

overcoming the limitations of traditional methods, UAVs have provided researchers with a 
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wealth of high-resolution data, facilitating improved monitoring, analysis, and understanding 

of unique dynamics on supraglacial ponds and ice cliffs. 

Thus, UAV technology is continuously advancing, with ongoing developments in platform 

design, sensor capabilities, and data processing techniques. Improvements in flight endurance, 

payload capacity, and autonomous flight capabilities are expanding the possibilities for UAV-

based glaciology studies. The use of UAVs in conjunction with satellite remote sensing and 

ground-based observations offers opportunities for multi-scale data integration and model 

validation. Combining data from different platforms enhances our understanding of glacier 

processes, improves the accuracy of predictive models, and provides more comprehensive 

assessments of glacier change. 
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5. Methods and Materials 

5.1 Remote sensing data 

A variety of remote sensing datasets were utilized in this study, as shown in Table 1, including 

historical aerial photographs, stereo satellite imagery, high resolution satellite imagery, UAV 

imagery and post-processed raster analyzes. Three sets of aerial photography (1955, 1978 and 

2000) were pre-processed by Robson et al. (2022), providing orthomosaic and DEM for 

respective scenes. Table 1 summarizes data processed in the current research for satellite data, 

and Table 2 summarizes the UAV mission, respectively. Acquired data information can be 

checked in the original publications.  

Table 1 –Satellite datasets used in this study. For the imagery used to produce DEMs, the RMSE 

values for tie points are shown. 

 

Table 2 – UAV datasets used in this study. Viewing angle and GPS system are shown. 

 

Multi-stereo UAV acquisitions cover different sections of Tapado Glacier, as exemplified in 

Figure 8, in which resolution ranges from 0.94 cm to 4.8 cm depending on date and area 

surveyed (Table 2).  

The UAV dataset of 2022 was acquired during a field trip to Tapado Glacier, while datasets 

from other years were acquired by Benjamin Robson (2019 and 2020) and Álvaro Ayala 

(2023). Due to changes in operator, UAV-system, and positioning system, georeferencing 

underwent a transition from onboard GPS (2019) to DGPS (2020), while a DJI RTK base 

Date  Sensor  Image IDs  Resolution (m) 

Tie point 

X RMSE 

(pixels)

Tie point 

Y RMSE 

(pixels)

30. november 2010 GeoEye-1  2010041214433841603031601795  0.5  0.18 0.05

23. mars 2012 GeoEye-1  2012032314444141603031604885  0.5  0.15 0.03

31. januar 2019 Pléiades  DS_PHR1A_201901231456588_FR1_PX_W070S31_0120  0.5  0.16 0.18

1. mars 2020 Pléiades  DS_PHR1B_202003011456169_FR1_PX_W070S31_0120  0.5  0.17 0.27

2. februar 2023 Pléiades  PNEO4_202302021444415 0.5  0.32 0.07

april 2017 Planet  20170413_135513_0f25 3 - -

april 2018  Planet 20180408_154402_1049 3 - -

march 2021  Planet 20210313_142521_1009 3 - -

2009 QuickBird peru_4_11_10_qb_BOOST 0.6 - -

Date Sensor Viewing angle Resolution (cm)
Unity of 

photos

GPS 

system

11. april 2023 DJI Mavic 3E Oblique 2.5 1212 RTK

09. dec 2022 DJI Mavic 3E Nadir 4.8 758 RTK

26.feb.2020 DJI Mavic Mini Free Flight 1.16 172 GCP

21.mar.2019 DJI Mavic Mini Free Flight / Nadir 0.94 562 GCP
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station was used in 2022 and 2023 to provide centimeter level positioning. Flight mode and 

height were also heterogenous among the surveys, as oblique view missions were only applied 

from 2022. Thus, images in 2019 and 2020 were obtained through nadir viewing angle or free 

flight mode, which could lead to some areas of the ice cliffs not being adequately covered. 

 

Figure 8 – Area surveyed during UAV mission in Tapado Complex, Chile, from 2019 to 2023. Orthomosaic from 

Pléiades imagery (2023). Source: author. 

Tri-stereo satellite imagery covering the entire catchment was also used, namely two GeoEye-

1 datasets (2010 and 2012) and three Pléiades datasets (2019, 2020, 2023), both at 50 cm 

resolution, in which RMSE from the subsequent bundle adjustment can be consulted in Table 

X. In addition, high resolution multispectral satellite imagery from Quickbird (2019) and Planet 

(2017, 2018, 2021) were also added for time resolution improvement on analysis.  

Apart from datasets, post-processed raster analyses were also acquired. Differential digital 

elevation models (dDEMs) where pixel values represent surface thinning or thickening were 

available for the time periods 1955-1978, 2000-2012 and 2015-2020, and surface velocity 

estimation data were borrowed from Robson et al. (2022). The surface velocity data was 

attributed to a mean uncertainty ± 0.03 m a−1 (Robson et al., 2022).  
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5.2 Generation of photogrammetric DEM, orthomosaic and dense cloud 

The DEM generation for tri-stereo satellite and UAV went through different software and 

processing steps. Starting with tri-stereo satellite imagery, it was photogrammetrically 

processed in PCI Geomatica v2222.0.6 (Figure 9) using rational polynomial coefficients 

(RPCs) provided with the imagery. As the pixel coordinates were linked with image 

coordinates, no external ground control points were used; instead, automatically generated tie 

points, with RMES < 0.8 pixels for the tie points, were used to solve the relative orientation 

and perform a bundle adjustment. Before the DEMs extraction, epipolar images were generated 

to align coordinates of corresponding points in the left and right images harmoniously along a 

shared x-axis. Then, DEMs were extracted at 50 cm resolution, using the semi-global matching 

(SGM) algorithm, which has been shown to work well in scenarios featuring complicated 

topography and fine-grained geometric complexities. The multispectral images were 

pansharpened before being mosaiced together. 

 

Figure 9 - Workflow model of photogrammetry for the generation of DEM and orthomosaic in PCI Geomatica 

v2222.0.6 performed on Geoeye and Pleiades tri-stereo satellite imagery. Source: author. 

The UAV imagery was photogrammetrically processed in Agisoft Professional v2.0.2 (Figure 

10) on images with quality higher than 0.7 units, using highest quality processing options. 

Previous to the tie point generation, cameras were calibrated and optimized, thus ties points 

were semi-automatically filtered using gradual selection tool. The percentage of tie points 

subject to removal ranged from 5% to 20% of the total tie points, as heterogenous datasets 
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present different noisy, erroneous, or less reliable tie points. In this way, a consistent threshold 

could not be defined and applied over the whole years of data, apart from image count that was 

set on 2. From the cleaned tie point clouds, the subsequent products of dense point cloud, mesh 

model, orthomosaic and DEM are generated. Although resolution varied throughout surveys, 

DEMs and orthomosaics were exported in a 50 cm resolution, for consistency.  

 

Figure 10 – Workflow of photogrammetry for the generation of DEM, orthomosaic and dense cloud from UAV 

datasets performed in Agisoft Metashape Professional 2.0.2. Source: author.    

5.2 Co-registration, dDEM and point distance 

Linear co-registration biases were removed following the methods presented by Nuth and Kääb 

(2011), which minimize the root mean square slope normalized elevation biases over stable 

terrain until the standard deviation over stable terrain changed by less than 2%. Polynomial co-

registration biases were removed applying the iterative closest point (ICP) based on Besl and 

McKay (1992), which iteratively move the data in x, y, and z coordinates until it fits the 

reference as well as possible. 

 

The DEMs resulted from tri-stereo satellite imagery underwent through both co-registration 

processes, using xDEM library on python language (Table x). The dDEM, then, were simply 

produced by a subtraction of reference DEM and aligned DEM. To produce yearly rates of 
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surface elevation changes a subtraction including date and time of original scenes was 

necessary, as a simple raster subtraction would only provide total lowering in between DEMs. 

Fortunately, xDEM library includes date and time functions for dDEM generation. As 

mentioned before, only the dDEM from 2020-2023 was produced for this thesis, as previous 

dDEMs periods were acquired from Robson et al. (2022), and co-registration matrix can be 

seen in the original publication. 

Table 3 - Co-registration shifts calculated over stable terrain between the respective DEM pairs. 

 

On dense cloud points from UAV photogrammetry only ICP alignment was applied, however 

with match scale function that allows scale matching from dense clouds produced from 

different sensors and pixel-scale imagery.  CloudCompare v2.13 was also used to calculate 

distance from points in between dense clouds, using the M3C2 plugin developed by Lague et 

al. (2013). It computes the local distance between two point clouds along a surface direction 

that tracks 3D variations in surface orientation in between analyzed cliff area. For ice-cliff 

vertical and backwasting, the +Z surface orientation was chosen. 

Table 4 - Co-registration shifts calculated over stable terrain between the respective dense cloud 

pairs. 

     

5.4 Supraglacial ponds and ice cliffs classification   

Supraglacial ponds and ice cliffs were mapped from orthomosaics and high multispectral 

satellite resolution. In fine resolution orthomosaic and Quickbird imagery, a manual delineation 

of features took place, once ponds and cliffs could be clearly distinguished and accurately 

delineated. However, on planet imagery and orthomosaic from aerophotos, the ice cliffs and 

X Y Z

2020-2023 12.46 -0.69 -14.99

Co-registration shift (m)
DEM pair

X Y Z

2022-2023 8.54 -10.81 51.38

2020-2022 -528.64 -644.26 278.67

2019-2020 -315.32 -330.50 1461.66

2022-2023 -32.11 -15.66 109.32

Co-registration shift (m)Dense 

cloud pair
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supraglacial ponds couldn’t be well distinguished from surrounding terrain, especially smaller 

ones.  

For those data with pixel > 1m, a semi-automated workflow was constructed on model builder 

in ArcgisPro v3.0.2. First, normalized difference water index (NDWI), using green and near-

infrared band, were used to identify water bodies. Then, a binary threshold, which categorizes 

an image due pixel brightness, could automated separate water bodies from non-water bodies, 

both for NDWI and grayscale panchromatic orthomosaic from aero photos. Ice features, 

however, had to be separated from water, thus, all features outside from the debris-covered 

area is excluded, then a threshold of < 1025m2 & > 36m2, this is, smaller than the biggest 

mapped supraglacial pond and greater than two pixels. However, manual reshaping on 

polygons shape were necessary, and ice-cliffs requested an entirely manual classification 

process, as ice is mostly hidden under the cliffs, not visible from nadir imagery.  

5.5 Location and frequency analysis  

Location analysis was conducted using two main products: surface elevation and surface 

gradient information. The glacier's surface velocity data was sourced from the work of Robson 

et al. (2021), while the slope gradients were derived from Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) 

generated previously using the slope tool in QGis 3.26.3, employing Horn's algorithm. To 

ensure precision, the velocity and slope values were incorporated into the pond dataset within 

a pixel buffer zone, accounting for the inherent uncertainty associated with their delineation.  

Initially, the supraglacial ponds and ice cliffs are converted into raster format, which are 

reclassified into non-ponded/cliffed areas and ponded/cliffed areas, as 1 and 2 respectively. 

Those reclassified rasters are multiplied in between, this means that every pixel classified as 

ponded/cliffed area will undergo to a multiplication of factor 2, while pixels without the 

features will be multiplied by 1, not changing its value. Finally, the overlapped classes are 

further normalized from 0 to 1 using the rescale by function tool in ArcGIS Pro.  

5.6 Uncertainties 

5.6.1 Area extent 

Three main uncertainties were quantified: supraglacial pond and ice cliff area error, dDEM 

distance error and M3C2 distance uncertainty.  Error in area determination, caused by presence 

of shadows and oblique contact surfaces between supraglacial ponds and ice cliffs, was 
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estimated by multiplying feature perimeter by spatial resolution of dataset (Casassa et al., 2014; 

and Loriaux and Ruiz, 2021). 

𝐴𝑒 =  ±𝑛 ∗ 𝑝 

In which Ae is the total area calculation errors, n is delineation error expressed as known or 

estimated precision of point measurements (pixels), and p is perimeter length. The mean 

estimated total error for each period analyzed is expressed in table X. 

Table 5 – Calculated mean error in square meters of mapped supraglacial ponds and ice cliffs 

in each analyzed period. 

 

5.6.2 Differential DEM error 

The dDEMs error (Figure 11) rely on a non-stationary spatial statistics framework to estimate 

and model the variability in elevation error, using terrain slope and maximum curvature as 

explanatory variables, with stable terrain as an error proxy for moving terrain (Hugonnet et al., 

2022), with 95% confidence level. Where σh1(x, y) is the average variance of elevation 

differences in stable ground through acquisitions (N). 

𝜎ℎ1(𝑥. 𝑦) =  
𝜎𝑑ℎ1−2(𝑥, 𝑦)

√𝑁
 

Slopes with higher degree contain higher error than flatter terrain, and this is clearly seen as 

red (~2m error), and white (~1m error) colors are concentrated along ice-cliffs and clean-ice 

glacier boundary transition into debris-covered glacier.  

Period Ponds Cliffs

1955-1978 445.18 156.45

2000-2012 25.42 41.24

2015-2020 81.38 160.37

2020-2023 49.93 59.03

Mean error (m2)
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Figure 11 – Elevation error map for dDEM pairs of 1955-1978 (up left), 2000-2012 (up right), 2015-2020 (bottom 

lleft) and 2020-2023 (bottom right) showing yearly rates in meters. Source: author. 

5.6.3 M3C2 Uncertainty  

The M3C2 uncertainty (LOD95%(d)) assumption, in Figure 12, is based on the registration error 

(reg), assumed isotropic and spatially uniform, and the local point cloud roughnesses σ1 and 

σ2, of diameter d and size n1 and n2, measured along the normal direction in a parametric 

estimate based on Gaussian statistics (Lague et al., 2013). 

𝐿𝑂𝐷95%(𝑑) =  ±1.96 (√
𝜎1(𝑑)2

𝑛1
+  

𝜎2(𝑑)2

𝑛2
+ 𝑟𝑒𝑔) 

Errors in M3C2 is less than 0.1ma-1 in mostly of the terrain, even at ice cliffs, proving its 

higher accuracy if compared to DEM generated products. 
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Figure 12 – M3C2 uncertainty map for dense cloud pairs for ice cliff 1 in 2019-2020, 2020-2022 and 2022-2023, 

and for ice cliff 2, 3 and 4 in 2022-2023. The errors are shown in meters per year, and all scenes are in the same 

scale. Source: author. 
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6. Results 

6.1 Supraglacial ponds and ice-cliffs classification  

6.1.1 Area extent and changes 

The performed classification of the monitored features according to assigned methodology is 

expressed in Figure 13. There we can see the location of supraglacial ponds and ice-cliffs from 

1995 to 2023 in the debris-covered glacier area.  

Across all studied years it was identified a total of 285 supraglacial ponds, with a mean 

observed pond size of 202.71 ± 55.45 m2 (Table 6). In 2000, 2020 and 2023 have the highest 

amounts of identified ponds, with 32, 44 and 38 respectively; however, the years of 1955, 2010, 

2017, 2019, 2021 have the highest percentage of ponded area withing Tapado Glacier (Table 

7). Number of ponds showed an inverse relationship with average area, this means that higher 

quantity of ponds produces smaller ponds, not being necessarily related to the total input of 

water in the catchment (total area of ponds).  

The number of observed ice cliffs was lower than supraglacial ponds, with an overall quantity 

of 163 and mean area of 270.33 ± 73.75 m2, with ~41% of ponds coinciding with an ice cliff.  

The years with the highest number of ponds also present the highest quantity of cliffs. Cliff 

area also showed a correlation with mean ponded area, in which higher pond area reflects in a 

higher cliffed area. As seen in Table 6, the years 2017, 2018 and 2021 shows a mean pond area 

of ~579.00 m2, ~448.50 m2 and ~603.85 m2 for supraglacial ponds, while cliff area is ~832.70 

m2, ~867.07 m2 and ~769.41 m2, respectively. While the years 2000, 2010, 2012 shows a mean 

pond area of ~104.84 m2, ~119.06 m2 and ~128.53 m2, while for cliffs it is ~135.71 m2, ~178.61 

m2 and ~206.22 m2, respectively. 
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Figure 13 - Supraglacial ponds and ice cliffs in debris-covered glacier surface on Tapado Glacier from 1955 to 2023. Elaborated by author. 
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Table 6 - Classified supraglacial ponds and ice cliffs quantity and mean area in square meter 

with uncertainty included by year in the debris-covered glacier zone. 

 

The rates of changes between years vary considerably, considering only the years with 

consecutive monitoring and imagery at similar resolution, from ~-11% in pond quantity (2017-

2018) to ~76% (2018-2019), with a mean of ~19% increase in pond quantity. The mean change 

The number of observed ice cliffs was lower than supraglacial ponds, with an overall quantity 

of 163 and mean area of 270.33 ± 73.75 m2, with ~41% of ponds coinciding with an ice cliff.  

The years with the highest number of ponds also present the highest quantity of cliffs. Cliff 

area also showed a correlation with mean ponded area, in which higher pond area reflects in a 

higher cliffed area. As seen in Table 6, the years 2017, 2018 and 2021 shows a mean pond area 

of ~579.00 m2, ~448.50 m2 and ~603.85 m2 for supraglacial ponds, while cliff area is ~832.70 

m2, ~867.07 m2 and ~769.41 m2, respectively. While the years 2000, 2010, 2012 shows a mean 

pond area of ~104.84 m2, ~119.06 m2 and ~128.53 m2, while for cliffs it is ~135.71 m2, ~178.61 

m2 and ~206.22 m2, respectively. 

Table 7 - Classified supraglacial ponds and ice cliffs quantity and mean area in square meter 

with uncertainty included by year in the debris-covered glacier zone. 

 

Year Supraglacial ponds Ice cliffs Ponds with cliffs Total area (m2) Total error (m2) Mean area (m2) Mean error (m2) Total area (m2) Total error (m2) Mean area (m2) Mean error (m2)

1955 4 0 0 5671.93 2846.29 1417.98 711.57 - - - -

1978 3 3 1 1263.27 269.96 421.09 89.99 2905.08 469.36 968.36 156.45

2000 32 4 2 3354.91 1138.18 104.84 35.57 407.13 227.88 135.71 75.96

2009 25 16 13 4355.40 711.87 174.22 28.47 4250.57 915.51 236.14 50.86

2010 44 31 25 5238.54 812.43 119.06 18.46 5533.85 964.99 178.51 31.13

2012 31 20 13 3747.77 693.11 128.53 22.36 4124.48 860.54 206.22 43.03

2017 9 4 4 5211.01 2177.47 579.00 241.94 3330.79 2009.70 832.70 502.42

2018 8 3 2 3587.98 1782.01 448.50 222.75 2601.21 1711.62 867.07 570.54

2019 25 11 11 4872.50 669.46 194.90 26.78 3162.99 633.65 287.54 57.60

2020 23 14 13 5152.16 660.90 223.76 28.73 6691.13 923.10 477.94 65.94

2021 12 4 5 7246.25 3109.17 603.85 259.10 3077.64 2153.64 769.41 538.41

2022 31 34 6 4223.96 69.33 136.26 2.24 2597.16 99.96 76.39 2.94

2023 38 18 24 4455.24 865.43 160.30 22.77 5383.00 1052.30 299.06 58.46

Supraglacial ponds Ice cliffsQuantity

Year Supraglacial ponds Ice cliffs Ponds with cliffs Total area (m2) Total error (m2) Mean area (m2) Mean error (m2) Total area (m2) Total error (m2) Mean area (m2) Mean error (m2)

1955 4 0 0 5671.93 2846.29 1417.98 711.57 - - - -

1978 3 3 1 1263.27 269.96 421.09 89.99 2905.08 469.36 968.36 156.45

2000 32 4 2 3354.91 1138.18 104.84 35.57 407.13 227.88 135.71 75.96

2009 25 16 13 4355.40 711.87 174.22 28.47 4250.57 915.51 236.14 50.86

2010 44 31 25 5238.54 812.43 119.06 18.46 5533.85 964.99 178.51 31.13

2012 31 20 13 3747.77 693.11 128.53 22.36 4124.48 860.54 206.22 43.03

2017 9 4 4 5211.01 2177.47 579.00 241.94 3330.79 2009.70 832.70 502.42

2018 8 3 2 3587.98 1782.01 448.50 222.75 2601.21 1711.62 867.07 570.54

2019 25 11 11 4872.50 669.46 194.90 26.78 3162.99 633.65 287.54 57.60

2020 23 14 13 5152.16 660.90 223.76 28.73 6691.13 923.10 477.94 65.94

2021 12 4 5 7246.25 3109.17 603.85 259.10 3077.64 2153.64 769.41 538.41

2022 31 34 6 4223.96 69.33 136.26 2.24 2597.16 99.96 76.39 2.94

2023 38 18 24 4455.24 865.43 160.30 22.77 5383.00 1052.30 299.06 58.46

Supraglacial ponds Ice cliffsQuantity
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The rates of changes between years vary considerably, considering only the years with 

consecutive monitoring and imagery at similar resolution, from ~-11% in pond quantity (2017-

2018) to ~76% (2018-2019), with a mean of ~19% increase in pond quantity. The mean change 

rate in cliffs is ~90%, and a similar trend is observed, for the years with increase of ponds 

(2009-2010, 2022-2023), cliffs increased in ~92% and ~300%, while on 2017-2018 the 

quantity of cliffs decreased in ~-50%. However, in 2019-2020 supraglacial ponds decreased ~-

8%, but cliffs increased ~18%. Visible trend between total area and mean area was not found, 

as some years experienced increase in total area but decrease in mean area, while others 

experienced increase or decrease in both. 

Table 8 - Percentual area occupied by supraglacial ponds and ice cliffs within the surface of the 

Tapado Glacier and debris-covered glacier. The compared area was measured in 2023 only and 

used as standard value. 

 

Occupied area by features is relative to their total area, this shows how much of the Tapado 

Glacier, and debris-covered glacier are under supraglacial ponds and ice cliff stress. Combined 

features reached up to ~2.23% of debris-covered glacier area in 2020, with lowest values in 

1978, 2000 and 2021. Consistently, after the year 2000, those features occupied more than 

1.15% of debris-covered glacier – apart from 2012 –, values do not seem before 2000, where 

percentage occupation varied from 0.71% in 2000 to 1.07% in 1955. 

A higher mean and total area are, also, observed in supraglacial ponds that area connected with 

ice cliffs, as seen in Table 8. Supraglacial ponds in the vicinity of ice cliffs are on average 4.16 

times bigger than the ones without developed ice cliff in the vicinity. This highlights the 

influence of ice cliffs in supraglacial pond development. 

 

Year Tapado Glacier Debris-covered glacier Supraglacial Pond Ice Cliff Supraglacial Pond Ice Cliff

1955 0.39 - 1.07 -

1978 0.09 0.20 0.24 0.55

2000 0.23 0.03 0.63 0.08

2009 0.30 0.30 0.82 0.80

2010 0.36 0.38 0.99 1.04

2012 0.03 0.29 0.07 0.78

2017 0.36 0.23 0.98 0.63

2018 0.25 0.18 0.68 0.49

2019 0.34 0.22 0.92 0.60

2020 0.36 0.46 0.97 1.26

2021 0.50 0.21 1.37 0.58

2022 0.29 0.18 0.80 0.49

2023 0.31 0.37 0.84 1.02

1.44 0.53

Compared area (km2) Percentage of area (%) in Tapado Glacier Percentage of area (%) in debris-covered glacier
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Table 9 – Difference in area between supraglacial with and without ice cliffs in their vicinity, 

as for the magnitude of extent area change between features.  

 

6.1.2 Frequency of features 

Frequency analysis serves as a valuable technique for assessing the evolution of intersected 

pixels within supraglacial ponds and ice cliffs interannually, delineated within a scale ranging 

from 0 to 1, as Figure 14 and 15. In this context, 0 denotes no interannual persistency, while 1 

represent the highest interannual persistence, that is 7 and 8 consecutive cliffed and ponded 

area, respectively.  

Mostly of supraglacial ponds do not persist over the years analyzed, representing ~68.68% of 

total ponded area in between 1955-2023. Ponds prolonged occurrence through years vary, then, 

from ~14.53% to ~0.03%, for two and seven years of consecutive or reoccurrence of 

supraglacial ponds, as seen in Table 9. Prolonged ice cliffs follow the same pattern as ponds, 

although, they seem to undergo a shorter life cycle, which could indicate they are more active 

and/or sensitive features within the glacier. A total of ~74.21% of ice cliffs did not persist within 

two analyzed dates, otherwise they persistency in total area range from ~18.22% to ~0.02%, 

respective for two to seven consecutive appearances.  

Year
Cliff Presence 

(Yes/No)

Total area 

(m2)

Mean area 

(m2)

Magnetude 

of change

N 221.60 110.80

Y 1041.68 1041.68

N 2393.45 79.78

Y 961.45 480.73

N 2371.10 169.36

Y 1984.30 180.39

N 888.56 46.77

Y 4349.98 174.00

N 690.44 38.36

Y 3057.33 235.18

N 7968.64 185.32

Y 8243.72 412.19

N 12101.49 288.13

Y 6077.80 434.13

N 6057.78 61.81

Y 14079.75 182.85

N 3191.33 45.59

Y 17149.46 188.46

N 1273.86 318.46

Y 5972.39 746.55

N 1079.99 63.53

Y 3143.97 224.57

N 498.82 26.25

Y 3956.42 179.84

4.13

2.34

3.53

6.85

2022

2023

9.40

6.03

1.07

3.72

6.13

2.22

1.51

2.96

2012

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

1978

2000

2009

2010
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Figure 14 - Frequency of supraglacial ponds on the debris-covered glacier on Tapado Glacier, highlighting main 

areas of supraglacial ponds occurrence over the time series. Imagery from Pléiades 2023, elaborated by author. 

Table 10 – Persistence of area in between analyzed datasets from 1955 to 2023, in which 

percentage of total supraglacial pond and ice cliff is represented for each persistence class. The 

persistence class, first column, means that ponds and cliffs were mapped from 1 scene to 8 

scenes. 

 

 

Persistence
Total area 

(m2)

Area 

percentage 

(%)

Total area 

(m2)

Area 

percentage 

(%)

1 26924 68.68% 23811 74.21%

2 5697 14.53% 5846 18.22%

3 3742 9.54% 1490 4.64%

4 1342 3.42% 605 1.89%

5 711 1.81% 295 0.92%

6 774 1.97% 34 0.11%

7 13 0.03% 6 0.02%

8 1 0.00% 0 0.00%

Supraglacial ponds Ice cliffs
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Figure 15 - Frequency of ice cliffs on the debris-covered glacier on Tapado Glacier, highlighting main areas of ice 

cliffs occurrence over the time series. Imagery from Pléiades 2023, elaborated by author. 

6.1.3 Formation and development drivers 

To get a closer answer to why supraglacial ponds originate where they do, the surface velocity 

and slope gradient values were calculated and related with pond presence, area size and cliff 

presence. Figure 16 shows each supraglacial pond by year in a color scheme – note that 2009, 

2017, 2018 and 2021 years could not have their slope calculated due absence of DEMs. The 

determination of surface flow velocity and slope gradients within the supraglacial pond areas 

assumes significant importance. This analysis serves a dual purpose: first, it helps identify the 

regions where supraglacial ponds are likely to occur, and second, it pinpoints the specific 

boundaries where velocity and slope conditions play a pivotal role in their initiation or 

maintenance.   

Although near half or more than half of our results have ponds placed within velocities < 2 ma-

1 and on slopes between 2°–6° (category A) and between 6°–10° (category B), specially 1978, 

2012, 2019 and 2022 with 66.67%, 61.29%, 60% and 93.55% respectively, there are still 

another near half of pond coverage in areas above 10° gradient (Category E), as for 2010 and 

2019 with 40%, 2023 with 39.02% and 2012 with 36.6%. Across all years there is 28.6%, 
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35.5%, 0.4%, 0.8% and 34.6% of ponds in category A, B, C (> 2 ma-1 & < 6°), D (< 2 ma-1, > 

6° & < 10°) and E. Analyzing the ponded area within each category we have 31.4% in category 

A, 33.2% in category B, 0.06% in category C, 0.2% in category D and 35% in category E.  

 

Figure 16 - Location of supraglacial ponds by cliff presence, year and area based on surface velocity and slope 

gradient of debris-covered glacier on Tapado Complex. In which colors represent the years, shape format 

represents the cliff presence and shape size represents proportioned pond area. The red line divided slopes gradient 

into low velocity and low gradient (Category A), low velocity and high gradient (Category B), high velocity and 

low gradient (Category C), high velocity and high gradient (Category D) and very high gradient (Category E). 

Elaborated by author, threshold values based on Reynolds et al. (2000). 

Mostly supraglacial ponds are not necessarily found in those given categories. A threshold of 

velocity < 1.5 m-1 and gradient < 14° accounts for 82.90% of all mapped ponds, ranging from 

100%, in 1955 and 1978, to 75.760%, in 2023, of total ponded area in the threshold zone. As 

velocity increases from 1.5 ma-1 threshold, pond density exponentially decreases independently 

of surface gradient. Below 1.5 ma-1, surface gradient exerts a strong secondary control on 

density and size coupled with the surface velocity, as density and size decrease considerably 

above 14° and no ponds were found above 25° independently of surface velocity values. 
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Figure 17  – In figure a supraglacial pond quantity is separated by each location class. Figure b shows the total 

summed area of each class in the bar plots, while the color respective lines represent the mean area of supraglacial 

pond for its classes. Elaborated by author. 

Cliff presence seems to have lower incidence in Category A, B, C and D, as only 42 supraglacial 

ponds with cliff presence were present, against 111 supraglacial ponds without cliff presence. 

In Category E the opposite is seen, meaning cliff presence could have some influence for pond 

development above 10°, as there were 45 supraglacial ponds with cliffs against 36 ponds 

without cliffs.  Figure 17 shows the quantity of supraglacial ponds, total and mean area of 

supraglacial ponds per category based on figure 16. 

Pond quantity per category follows B > E > A > D > C, in which total pond quantity is 83, 81, 

67, 2, 1 respectively, however, in total pond area it turns to be E > B > A > D > C. In any case, 

Categories A and B hold together a higher percentage and area than any of other categories. 

Saying that, it is important to note that pond quantity is not related to total occupied area. As 

for example, 2023 and 2010 display a high quantity of ponds in Category E, but quite low total 

ponded area; meanwhile, 2020 displays a medium number of ponds and the highest total area 

in Category E. 

6.2 Surface lowering from supraglacial ponds and ice cliffs 

Surface elevation changes were analyzed in four different periods: 1955 to 1978, 2000 to 2012, 

2015 to 2020 and 2020 to 2023. Figure 18 shows that from supraglacial pond area to 30 m from 

those features, surface elevation mean change was negative in all the years. However, as 
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distance from ponds increases, elevation mean changes tend to become positive again. This 

inversely relationship highlights the influence of ponds and cliffs on the glacier wasting. After 

15 m distance, surface elevation changes seem to homogenize across all the years, thus, average 

change at pond surface is -1.84 ± 0.48 ma-1, while at 30 m distance it is -0.60 ± 0.53 ma-1. This 

means that supraglacial ponds exert a strong influence within 15 m from its area.  

The year 2021 presents the highest average changes (-1.07 ± 0.32 ma-1), ranging from -2.07 ± 

0.28 ma-1 at pond surface to -0.48 -± 0.32 ma-1 at 30 m distance. The years of 2009 and 2012 

show the lowest changes in elevation (-0.28 ± 0.46 ma-1 and -0.28 ± 0.45 ma-1, respectively), 

ranging from -0.33 ± 0.46 to -0.21 ± 0.45 ma-1 and -0.37 ± 0.46 to -0.18 ± 0.45 ma-1, 

respectively.  

 

Figure 18 – Surface elevation changes related to supraglacial ponds for each year of data from pond’s location to 

30 meters distance. The distances were calculated within concentric circles of 5 meters radius in between 

distances. Elaborated by author. 

In the two most recent periods, ponds and ice cliffs contributed mostly to the wasting of the 

glacier, with a mean of -0.90 ± 0.31 ma-1 and -0.64 ± 0.17 ma-1, for 2020-2023 and 2015-2020 
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respectively, as seen in Figure 19. In 2000-2012, ponds and ice cliffs have an average 

contribution of -0.30 ± 0.45 ma-1, even demonstrating one of the highest numbers of 

supraglacial ponds. Lastly, even with only 7 ponds, in the period of 1955-1978 their average 

contribution was of -0.55 ± 0.30 ma-1.  

 

Figure 19 - Surface elevation changes related to supraglacial ponds for each period analyzed from pond’s location 

to 30 meters distance. The distances were calculated within concentric circles of 5 meters radius in between 

distances. Elaborated by author. 

The 15 m threshold of pond influence on surface elevation changes is also clearly visible when 

analyzing the periods as whole. From 0 to 15 m, elevation change decreases in -1.00 ± 0.51 

ma-1, while from 15 to 30 m it is only -0.23 ± 0.53 ma-1. It is clearly defined the area of influence 

of supraglacial ponds on surface lowering, in where more dynamic changes occur below 15 m 

in all years analyzed, and in distances > 15 m the surface lowering tends to homogenize in 

between all analyzed datasets.  The same threshold was applied to estipulate the influence area 

of cliffed and non-cliffed ponds for surface elevation changes, as in Figure 20.  
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Figure 20 - Surface elevation changes related to pond presence within supraglacial ponds for each period analyzed 

from pond’s location to 30 meters distance. The distances were calculated within concentric circles of 5 meters 

radius in between distances and cliff presence was manually assigned based on optical resolution. Elaborated by 

author. 

As photogrammetry can commit some errors at water surfaces, Table 10 summarizes the mean 

and total elevation changes around the ponds by cliff and threshold distance without 

considering changes occurred on water surfaces. A huge influence of ice cliffs seems to take 

place in between pond boundary and 15 meters from pond boundary, with average difference 

up to 0.48 ± 0.32 ma-1 in between ponds with cliff presence and ponds with no cliff presence. 

After the distance threshold, the difference between cliff and no cliff pond related lowering 

decreases: 0.08 ± 0.3 ma-1, 0.06 ± 0.45 ma-1, 0.08 ± 0.17 ma-1 and 0.05 ± 0.31 ma-1 for 1955-

1978, 2000-2012, 2015-2020 and 2020-2023, respectively.  

Lowering experienced in the surroundings of supraglacial ponds with the existence of ice cliffs 

are considerably higher than the ones experienced by ponds without the presence of ice cliffs. 

The threshold of 15 meters also perfectly fits for cliff presence, in which areas > 15 m does not 

experience much difference in lowering independently of ice cliffs. Thus, the previously 
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pointed supraglacial pond influence area could be surface lowering induced by ice cliff 

presence instead.  

Table 11 – Surface elevation changes from 0 to 15 m and 15 to 30 m in areas occupied by 

supraglacial ponds, showing the influence of ice cliff presence in the lowering rates. 

 

Finally, it is possible to compare surface elevation changes experienced on ice cliffs, 

supraglacial ponds with cliffs and supraglacial ponds without cliffs, for the threshold > 0 and 

< 15 m distance, with the changes observed in the Tapado Complex, as seen in Figure 21. The 

analyzed features experienced massive mean elevation changes in relation to other parts in 

Tapado Complex. Ice cliffs show the highest surface elevation changes in 2020-2023 and 2015-

2020, with -1.66 ± 0.40 ma-1 and -1.40 ± 0.20 ma-1, respectively. Thus, ice cliffs contribute the 

most to downwasting, even if not associated with ponds. In 1955-1978 ponds associated with 

ice cliffs had slightly higher elevation changes values than ice cliffs, -1.08 ± 0.29 ma-1 against 

-0.96 ± 0.32 ma-1, probably because the development of ice cliffs were not pronounced in this 

period. 

Table 11 shows the magnitude of change if compared to the Tapado Complex, to the Tapado 

Glacier and to the debris-covered glacier, reaching rates up to ~48.88 times higher lowering 

than the whole complex in 2000-2012, when the Tapado Complex had a positive mass balance. 

The average magnitude compared with the Tapado Glacier, and debris-covered glacier is 5.55 

and 5.14 times higher, respectively; being ~6.85, ~6.05 and ~3.74 times higher than lowering 

in Tapado Glacier, and ~6.53, ~5.38, ~3.49 times higher than lowering in debris-covered 

glacier, for ice cliffs, supraglacial ponds with ice cliffs and supraglacial ponds without ice cliffs. 

The ponds without cliffs, although they do enhance lowering by itself, are no near the damaged 

Period Cliff Presence Mean Change Mean Error Total Change Total Error Distance (m)

N -0.56 ±0.31 -10.01 ± 5.54

Y -0.97 ± 0.29 -2.92 ± 0.86

N -0.44 ± 0.3 -7.89 ± 5.33

Y -0.48 ± 0.29 -1.43 ± 0.86

N -0.33 ± 0.45 -91.10 ± 125.24

Y -0.40 ± 0.47 -47.69 ± 55.87

N -0.20 ± 0.45 -55.17 ± 123.71

Y -0.26 ± 0.45 -30.99 ± 54.31

N -0.63 ± 0.18 -77.62 ± 21.8

Y -1.00 ± 0.19 -72.27 ± 13.48

N -0.40 ± 0.17 -49.65 ± 21.48

Y -0.48 ± 0.18 -34.81 ± 12.81

N -0.73 ± 0.10 -87.20 ± 12.29

Y -1.21 ± 0.11 -160.08 ± 14.74

N -0.48 ± 0.11 -57.46 ± 12.74

Y -0.53 ± 0.11 -70.03 ± 14.50

1955-1978

2000-2012

2015-2020

2020-2023

15-30

0-15

15-30

Surface Elevation Changes (ma-1)

0-15

15-30

0-15

15-30

0-15
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caused by ice cliffs or ponds attached to ice cliffs, showing a magnitude ~45.32 – 46.57% lower 

than ice cliffs. 

 

Figure 21 – Surface lowering experienced in Tapado Complex, highlighting the surface lowering occurred in ice 

cliffs, supraglacial ponds with cliffs and supraglacial ponds without cliff.  

Table 12 – Magnetude of surface lowering experience by ponds without cliff, ponds with cliff 

and ice cliff ares in comparison with lowering experienced in the Tapado Complex, Tapado 

Glacier and debris-covered glacier. 

 

Tapado Complex Tapado Glacier Debris-covered glacier

Ponds without cliff 7.20 6.81 4.53

Ponds with cliff 14.00 13.26 8.81

Ice cliffs 12.41 11.75 7.81

Ponds without cliff 36.19 2.59 2.85

Ponds with cliff 43.57 3.12 3.43

Ice cliffs 48.88 3.50 3.85

Ponds without cliff 2.44 1.92 2.19

Ponds with cliff 3.88 3.05 3.48

Ice cliffs 5.32 4.18 4.78

Ponds without cliff 7.53 4.78 5.81

Ponds with cliff 12.57 7.98 9.70

Ice cliffs 5.74 3.64 4.43

1955-1978

2000-2012

2015-2020

2020-2023

P
er

io
d
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6.3 Point distance on 3D modelling for ice cliff backwasting 

Dense point cloud analysis was performed in two different areas, as previously stated in Figure 

2. The ice cliff area 1 had the longest temporal observation (2019 to 2023, excluding the year 

2021) and consists of the one supraglacial pond connected to an ice cliff, that collapsed in 

between 2020-2022.  Ice cliff area 2, containing three different cliffs, only had surveying in 

2022-2023. Thus, M3C2 point distance analysis was performed in the periods 2019-2020, 

2022-2023 and 2020-2023 for area 1 (Figure 23), and in the period 2022-2023 for area 2 (figure 

22). 

 

Figure 22 - M3C2 yearly distances in meters from dense cloud pair 2022-2023 for cliff area 2. On the left is the 

dense cloud point represented in RGB. Source: author. 

Surface changes on exposed ice are observed to be higher in the analyzed areas, with mean 

changes of -2.91 ± 0.02 ma-1, -2.65 ± 0.02 ma-1 and -4.10 ± 0.03 ma-1 for ice cliffs 1, 2 and 3 

in Area 2, while changes in Area 2 were of 0.23 ± 0.23 ma-1. The yearly rates were 

mathematically extrapolated, as surveys happened with only 105 days in difference between 

2022 and 2023. 

In Area 1 the same happens, areas with exposed ice experiences more changes than 

surrounding, with changes ranging from -1.67 ± 0.01 ma-1 to -5.08 ± 0.04 ma-1 in 2020-2022 

and 2022-2023, respectively. However, it is known that between 2020-2022 the cliff went 

through a conduit collapse, as visualized in the bottom images in Figure 23. The bottom left 

image from 2020 shows a highly developed ice cliff, while in the bottom center image the 

whole area subducted. It is interesting to note that in the bottom right image, from 2023, cliffs 

started to develop again, although no supraglacial pond was formed since then.   
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Figure 23  – M3C2 yearly distances in meters from dense cloud pairs 2019-2020 (left), 2020-2022 (center) and 

2022-2023 (left). On the first row (bottom) there is the dense cloud point represented in RGB from 2020 (bottom 

left), 2022 (bottom center) and 2023 (bottom left). Source: author. 

This collapse event can be spotted in Table 12, as the period of 2020-2022 has an overall surface 

change of ~-0.47 ma-1, while other in other periods positive changes ranged from ~0.23 to 

~0.29 ma-1. In addition, Area 1, localized near the terminus of the glacier, seems to be more 

active, experiencing higher losses in elevation and horizontally, than area 2, localized higher 

up in the debris-covered glacier.  

Table 13 – M3C2 distances calculated in the exposed ice and whole area. As surveys were not 

taken precisaly with a year difference, the annual rates were mathematically exrapolated. 

 

Location Feature Period Days (count) M3C2 distance (m) M3C2 distance (ma-1)M3C2 distance (cmd-1) Uncertainty (ma-1)

all area 0.08 0.29 0.08 0.01

cliff -3.89 -4.14 -1.13 0.01

all area -0.13 -0.47 -0.13 0.00

cliff -4.64 -1.67 -0.46 0.01

all area 0.07 0.26 0.07 0.02

cliff -1.46 -5.08 -1.39 0.04

all area -3.89 -1.25 -0.34 0.00

cliff -7.69 -2.46 -0.67 0.01

all area 0.07 0.23 0.06 0.23

cliff 1 -0.84 -2.91 -0.80 0.02

cliff 2 -0.76 -2.65 -0.73 0.02

cliff 3 -1.18 -4.10 -1.12 0.03

Area 2

Area 1

342

1016

105

1142

105

Mean

2019-2020

2020-2022

2022-2023

2020-2023

2022-2023
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7. Discussion  

7.1 Area changes and distribution comparison with glaciological studies  

Steiner et al. (2019) studying the Langtang catchment in the Himalayas, found a mean area of 

845 m2 for cliffs and 475 m2 for ponds in 2006-2015, while Miles et al. (2017a) found a mean 

area of 3,700 m2 for the Langtang Valley in 1999-2013 for ponds. Taylor et al. (2021) found 

an average pond area of 1,206 m2 for ponds in Bhutan region. Chand and Watanabe (2019) 

observed a mean pond size of 700 m2 in the years 2015 and 2016 within 23 glaciers in the 

Everest region. Sato et al. (2021), Loriaux and Ruiz (2021) and Chen et al. (2021) provided 

only total area, as seen in Table 13. 

Table 14 – Summary of area extent and distribution of supraglacial ponds and debris covered 

glacier related to Tapado Glacier. 

 

The observed mean pond and cliff size for Tapado Complex were 202.71 ± 55.45 m2 and 270.33 

± 73.75 m2., while total area varied from ~1263.27 – 7246.25 m2 for ponds and ~0 – 6691.13 

for cliffs. These values are significantly lower than most observations in other regions. We 

need to consider here that Tapado Glacier is a small glacier, with only 1.44 km2 and a debris-

covered section of 0.54 km2. In those references, mapped area ranges from 25.8 km2 to 242.2 

km2, with single glaciers up to 93.7 km2. All the analyzed ponds, but Loriaux and Ruiz (2021), 

are localized in the Himalayas, this is, glaciers in a region with strong monsoon effect, which 

contribute tremendously to water intake within the glacier catchment. In the case of Verde 

Glacier, it is localized in South Chile, a region also characterized for high water availability. 

As mentioned, Tapado Glacier is placed in a semi-arid region in critical desertification process. 

Then, it is expected that total pond area extent in Tapado Glacier is lower as it is. 

References
Cliff area 

(m2)

Pond area 

(m2)
Region

Glacier 

area (km2)
Pond cover (%) Cliff cover (%) Extra Notes

Brun et al. (2018) ~70000* -
Changri Nup 

Glacier
~1.49** - ~7 - 8%

Steiner et al. (2019) ~845 ~475 Langtang 80.6 ~1.1 - 2.1 ~0.2 - 3.8
Size of ponds with cliffs are 12-33% higher; 7% of ponds and 17% of cliffs 

persisted over a decade; 30 to 50% of ponds were attached to a cliff

Miles et al. (2017a) - ~3700 Langtang 242.2 ~0.08 - 1.69 -
45% of supraglacial pond persisted for multiple years; 58 to 69% of ponds 

were attached to an ice cliff

Taylor et al. (2021) - ~1206 Bhutan 25.8 ~0.3 - 3.5 - Only 19 to 29-9% of ponds were attached to an ice cliff

Chand and Watanabe (2019) - ~700 Everest ~254.3 ~0.03 - 3.24 -

Loriaux and Ruiz (2021) ~82364* ~13517* Verde Glacier ~8.15 ~0.07 - 0.44 ~1.29 - 2.70

Sato et al. (2021)
~14214 - 

18128*

~11526 - 

13260*

Trakarding 

Glacier
~31.7 ~0.4 - 0.5 ~4.7 - 6.1 Up to 83% of ponds were attached to an ice cliff

Chen et al. (2023) ~720000* ~490000* Everest ~53.29 1.34 1.96

*Only total area occupied by features were provided

**Only debris-covered glacier area was provided
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Even though Tapado Glacier is small, the mean pond cover, ranging from 0.24 to 1.37% of 

debris-covered glacier surface, in the recent years, is relatively high if we compare to results 

as Sato et al. (2021) and Loriaux and Ruiz (2021), but it is in order with Himalaya observations 

in general. However, ice cliff cover in the debris-covered glacier in Tapado Glacier is lower 

than other observations, ranging from 0 to 126%, while Brun et al. (2018) attributed an ice cliff 

cover of 8% to Changri Nup Glacier. This lower ratio of ice cliffs could be correlated to the 

low persistence of supraglacial ponds – 68.8% of supraglacial ponds are only present in one 

dataset –, which means that calving dynamics in between ponds and cliffs are also not 

prolonged, thus, ice cliffs have its development retarded with the drainage events of ponds. 

The frequency of multi-year ponded area is under the average in Tapado Glacier, while 45% of 

supraglacial persists over multiple years (Miles et al, 2017b) and 7% of ponds persisted over a 

decade (Steiner et al., 2019) in Langtang catchment, only 14.53% of ponds in Tapado persists 

within 2 datasets, and within 6 datasets this number goes down to 1.97%. Chand and Watanabe 

(2019) previously related that ponds in small glaciers in relative higher slopes tend to be less 

persistent for a longer time period.  

Nonetheless, supraglacial ponds in Tapado are highly linked to ice cliffs, as seen in major 

glaciers in the Himalayas, with a percentage of ~41% intersection in between features, which 

in other topographic conditions could lead to an even higher ice cliffs development. We can 

assume, then, that those topographic conditions, specifically the surface gradient of 17.8° in 

the debris-covered glacier, retards ice cliff formation and, consequently, glacial wasting. 

7.2 Surface velocity and surface gradient as drivers for pond formation 

The debris-covered glacier in Tapado is nearly stagnant, with mean surface velocity of 0.73 ± 

0.56 ma-1. Mean surface velocity at pond location is 0.78 ± 0.32 ma-1, with no mean surface 

velocity > 1 ma-1, as seen in figure 24. In glaciers in Himalayas surface velocities under 3 ma-

1 are considered stagnant velocities and between 3 and 10 ma-1 is considered near stagnant 

velocities (e.g., Miles et al., 2017b; Quincey et al., 2007), as in the Langtang catchment Miles 

et al. (2017b) classified low velocities as < 7.5 ma-1 and found ponds at velocities up to 30 ma-

1, Quincey et al. (2007) measured velocities ranging from 25 to 35 ma-1 at the Tama Koshi 

basin, Benn et al. (2009) observe average velocities of 10-15 ma-1 for the Khumbu Glacier. In 

other regions, those high surface velocities seems to persist: Louriaux and Ruiz (2021) 

observed valued up to 55 ma-1 and classified low velocities as < 17 ma-1 for Verde Glacier, 
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Röhl (2008) identified ponds where velocity reaches 80 ma-1 in Tasman Glacier, and Stefaniak 

et al. (2021) discovered a average velocity of 12 ma-1 for Miage Glacier.  

 

Figure 24 – Surface velocity of Tapado Complex extracted by cross-correlating features between 2012 and 2020. 

Source: Robson et al. (2022).  

Quincey et al. (2007) described that stagnant ice with gradient > 2° would have no opportunity 

for reorganization of drainage conduits through flow, as steeper hydraulic gradient aids 

drainage and lake development would be unlikely. However, the debris-covered glacier in 

Tapado Glacier has similar pond coverage percentage than the glaciers in the Himalayas, even 

though it presents stagnant velocities and mean surface gradient at debris-covered area is > 17°. 

Some other discordant observations were made in the past, Stefaniak et al. (2021) found high 

density of ponds in contact with ice cliffs with elevated gradient slope and nearly stagnant 

velocity (< 3ma-1) at the southern lobes of the Miage Glacier. 

Miles et al. (2017b) and Benn et al. (2009) suggested that a velocity decay down-glacier can 

lead to a zone of longitudinal compression, which crevasses and relict conduits may be forced 

to close, thus, pond drainage, after water accumulation in the thermokarst depression, would 

likely be enabled only by hydrofracturing. The intersection relationship of ice cliffs and 

supraglacial ponds can also collaborate for this hypothesis, once 115 cliffs intersected 

supraglacial ponds in the scenes, 127 cliffs were within one meter distance and 135 cliffs were 

within two meters distance. Ice cliffs formation seems to be heavily marked by pond presence 
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and unlikely to originated from crevasses – which, in theory, would be closed by longitudinal 

compression. 

The surface velocity in the upper part of the debris-covered glacier (red and yellow in Figure 

24) has a mean surface velocity of 2.24 ± 0.32 ma-1, while the bottom part of the clean ice 

glacier reaches means of 2.71 ± 0.48 ma-1, it is approximately 1.46 and 1.93 times higher than 

the velocities found at pond location, and 1.51 and 1.98 times higher than the mean velocity at 

debris-covered glacier zone, respectively. This velocity relationship could indicate that our 

debris-covered glacier has been suffering from longitudinal compression. In other words, there 

are indicatives that higher velocities upwards compress the regions of lower velocities 

downwards. 

The second particularity of Tapado is, as mentioned, the high surface gradient. Supraglacial 

pond distribution in Tapado Complex does not entirely follows Reynolds (2000) proposed 

classification based on surface gradient, in which glaciers with gradients in the range 2°–6° are 

expected to experience widespread dispersed ponding, with those in the range 6°–10° expected 

to exhibit isolated small ponds, and above 10° meltwater would be able to drain away. 

Observations in Tapado Glacier are also not totally concordant with other regional or Himalaya 

observations.  

Miles et al. (2016) classified 36% of the observed supraglacial pond area as category A, 44.3% 

of pond area is as category B, 5.2% lies under our category C, and 18.3% of pond area is within 

category D. The percentage of pond area follows similar pattern (B > A > D > C) in Tapado 

Complex, if excluded the category E (slopes > 10°). Category E, where gradient is higher than 

10°, was not observed in Miles et al. (2016). Although, in areas where surface velocity is < 2 

ma-1, as in Ghana glacier, there are ponds exactly at 10°, even though the mean glacier surface 

is below 10°.  

Loriaux and Ruiz (2021) defined that at Verde Glacier 14, 74 and 12% of the ponds were 

observed on slopes <2°, between 2°–6° and between 6°–10°, respectively. However, pond area 

in Verde Glacier reaches 6000 m2 per pond. In our glacier, the biggest pond reaches only 3465 

± 1093 m2, with only 6 ponds > than 1000 m2. In addition, Verde Glacier’s velocities reach up 

to 50 ma-1 and low velocities were considered < 17 ma-1, allowing large pons formation only in 

gradient < than 6°. Röhl (2008) has also not found any ponds above 10° at Tasman Glacier, in 

New Zealand.  
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Table 15 – Summary of findings relate to surface velocity and surface gradient in relation to 

Tapado Glacier. 

 

Some studies, however, have previously dealt with moderate pond cover in debris-covered 

glaciers that experience surface gradient higher than Reynolds (2000) and Quincey et al. (2007) 

thresholds. Sahu et al. (2023) classified supraglacial ponds in Himalaya-Kararoram region 

found that 85% of ponds are localized in between 0°-10° in 2020, meaning that 15% of ponds 

are placed above the threshold of 10°, however no specific analysis was made on those 

supraglacial ponds. Chand and Watanabe (2019) observed few glaciers in the Everest region, 

in which 12 glaciers had mean surface gradient higher than 10° and 13% of supraglacial ponds 

were in slopes higher than 10°, again no further analysis was made in those ponds.  

Quincey et al. (2007) also pointed those areas only isolated smaller ponds area found, not 

connected to the englacial hydrological system and are more likely to remain perched, as their 

level is controlled by local structures and the morphology of the glacier surface. Chand and 

Watanabe (2019) classified ponds < 0.1 km2 as small and less hazardous ponds and omitted 

45% of ponds smaller than 0.005 km2. This seems to be a scale originated problem, once 

supraglacial ponds in Himalayas can reach up to 0.96 km2 (Quincey et al., 2007) and mean 

areas of 0.0037 km2 (Miles et al., 2017b). Meanwhile, supraglacial ponds in Tapado are on 

average 0.0002 km2, with only 3.86% of ponds being bigger than 0.001 km2. It is also difficult 

to precisely define a threshold of what is a small pond for those authors, thus, it’s only possible 

to assume that supraglacial ponds of the size as the ones in Tapado are mostly not considered 

in those analyses.  

Another singularity of Tapado Glacier is that velocity exerts stronger control on pond size and 

density than surface gradient, as 190 ponds with approximately mean area of 177.21 m2 are 

located below 1 ma-1, against 44 ponds with approximately mean area of 97.95 m2 located in 

Velocity (ma-1) < 10° > 10°

Miles et al. (2017b) up to 30 100 -

Quincey et al. (2007) 25 to 35 100 -

Benn et al. (2009) 10 to 15 - -

Loriaux and Ruiz (2021) up to 55 100 0

Röhl (2008) up to 80 100 0

Stefaniak et al. (2021) 12 (average) - -

Sahu et al. (2023) - 85 15

Chand and Watanabe (2019) - 87 13

Tapado Glacier 0.56 to 0.93 65.4 34.6

Surface Gradient (%)
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areas above 1 ma-1. Zones above 2 ma-1 have only 5 ponds with approximately mean area of 

40.34 m2. This velocity dependency for pond development in a longitudinal compression 

context, which closes englacial conduits down glacier and reroutes meltwater onto the glacier 

surface, added to near-stagnant velocities and small glacierized area could, again, explain the 

presence of perched supraglacial ponds in elevated surface gradients.  

Therefore, findings here partially disagree with Reynolds (2000) and Quincey et al. (2007) 

framework, based on Himalayas glaciers, that surface gradient exerts primary control on pond 

formation and development. Miles et al. (2016) previously described the strong control that 

surface velocity exerts on pond persistence by encouraging connectivity between the 

supraglacial and englacial hydrologic systems. However, pond density and size increase with 

lower surface gradient, exerting the role of secondary control on pond formation, as zones 

above 14° contain less than 10% of ponds and 5.65% of total area, meaning that meltwater is 

finally able to drain away even in stagnant velocities and compressive flow.   

Other combability in between analysis were found, in Category C and D the lowest number of 

ponds were found (0.42 and 0.85%. respectively), corroborating Quincey et al. (2007) 

classification. Although only 3.86% of ponds being > 1000m2 – in which 1.75% are found in 

2017 and 2018, years without a surface gradient input. However, Category B was not related 

to potentially large ponds as expected, classifying once more Tapado Glacier as a glacier of 

small and perched supraglacial ponds. Such disparity between the Tapado and Himalayan 

examples suggests substantial regional variations of contributions to ice cliff and supraglacial 

pond formation, as for different scale of analysis that collaborates to different precepted trends 

and dynamics. 

7.2 Surface elevation changes comparison with glaciological studies  

In the Peruvian Andes, Wigmore and Mark (2017) observed numerous elevation changes in 

the upper debris-covered glacier section of the Llaca Glacier, characterized by small ponds 

interspersed with debris piles. They associated the highest melt rates were associated with ice 

cliffs and surface ponds and assigned the biggest elevation change to an ice cliff collapse. 

Ragettli et al. (2016) linked cliff area and lake area to changes in mean thinning in Langtang 

catchment, as cliff area fractions higher than 10% where consistently linked to thinning 

acceleration, and maximum thinning acceleration corresponded to a relatively high lake area 

fraction of 6% in Lirung Glacier.   
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Further, Salerno et al. (2017) revealed that the surface lowering in the Khumbu region was due 

primarily to the surface slope gradient, which exhibited strong correlations with ice-flow 

velocity and secondary to proglacial ponds. However, Lamsal et al. (2017) observed a strong 

correlation between slower ice-flow velocities and surface lowering in Kanchenjunga Glacier, 

as surface is covered with debris mantle, the degree of surface melt is not a function of 

elevation. Their findings also corroborate to the correlation between cliff and pond density to 

the surface lowering, as a likelihood > 50% of supraglacial pond and cliffs coexisting along 

surface lowering (Lamsal et al. 2017).   

Table 16 – Summary of the main findings of ablation, surface lowering and their magnitude in 

relation to supraglacial ponds and ice cliff presence. 

 

In brief, Sakai et al. (2000) attributed 3.4% of total ablation to 0.43% occupied are by 

supraglacial ponds in the debris-covered area at Lirung Glacier. On Lirung and Khumbu 

glacier, Sakai et al. (2002) estimated ~20% of debris-covered glacier ablation to ~2.6% of 

cliffed area in the debris-covered glacier. More recently, Miles et al. (2018) estimated that 

ponds cover 1.0% of the debris-covered area, yet contribute to 12.5 % ± 2.0% of the annual 

mass loss and account for 0.20 ± 0.03 ma-1 of surface lowering. Complementary, Thompson et 

al. (2016) observed the largest surface elevation changes occurred at ice cliffs, contributing to 

approximately 40% of observed lowering.  

Stefaniak et al. (2021) observed a surface elevation change from -3.48 to -3.77 ma-1 for ice 

cliffs and from -1.78 to -4.55 ma-1 for supraglacial ponds, with a magnitude of average surface 

lowering from 4.09 to 8.42 and 3.96 to 8.05 times higher than lowering in the whole glacier, 

for cliffs and ponds respectively. Even though cliffs and ponds occupied an area of 1.3%, they 

Ice cliff Supraglacial pond Ice cliff Supraglacial Pond

Reference Glacier

Sakai et al. (2000) Lirung - 3.4 - 0.43

Sakai et al. (2002) Lirung and Khumbu 20 - 2.6 -

Thompson et al. (2016) Ngozumpa 40 - 5 -

Röhl (2008) Tasma - 10 - -

Stefaniak et al. (2021) Miage 5 - 1.3

Miles et al. (2018) Langtang - 12.5 - 1

Brun et al. (2018) Changri Nup 23% - 7 to 8 -

Buri et al. (2021) Langtang 17% - 2.1 -

Stefaniak et al. (2021) Miage  -3.48 to -377  -1.78 to -4.55 1.3

Miles et al. (2018) Langtang - 0.2 1 -

Stefaniak et al. (2021) Miage 4.09 to 8.42 3.96 to 8.05 1.3

Brun et al. (2016) Langtang 6 - - -

Kneib et al. (2021) Langtang 14 - 0.6 to 2 3.3 to 9.2

Occupied area (%)

Surface lowering (ma-1)

Magnetude

Ablation (%)
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were responsible for ~5% of total mass loss (Stefaniak et al., 2021).  Complementary, focusing 

on the terminus area of the Tasman Glacier, Röhl (2008) attributed 10% of all ice loss at 

glacier’s surface to supraglacial ponds.   

The surface elevation changes related to ice cliffs and supraglacial ponds, as for percentage of 

area occupied by those features within the debris-covered glacier and the magnitude of 

lowering was summarized in Table 16 for better understanding and comparison with 

references. 

Table 17 – Summary of main finding in Tapado Glacier, with average surface lowering, 

percentage of debris-covered glacier area occupied by features, and magnitude of lowering if 

compared to debris-covered section. 

 

Tapado Glacier has experienced an overall lower surface elevation change if compared to the 

surface elevation Alps (Stefaniak et al., 2021), however it shows a higher surface elevation 

change than the one described in Miles et al., (2018). As summarized, ice cliff related wasting 

in the Himalayas seems to be the main source of lowering, where supraglacial ponds only act 

as support, while in the Tapado Glacier those averages are not that apart in between – probably 

related to the underdevelopment of ice cliffs due lack of persistence of perched small ponds, 

closing of crevasses, etc. The mean magnitude of average surface lowering is relatively close 

to the observed ones at Miage Glacier, even though the average lowering is lower, easily 

explained by the total glacier wasting and glacier size for each glacier. 

Comparing with glacier mass balance observations in Robson et al. (2022), we see that an 

increase of ~-0.93 ma-1 on surface lowering on cliffed areas and of ~-0.41ma-1 on ponded areas, 

as for an increase of ~0.07% and ~0.1% in area, for cliffs and ponds respectively, follow the 

negative mass balance increase from ~-0.17 m w.e.a-1 in 2000-2012 to ~-0.32 m w.e.a-1 in 

2015-2020.   

Nonetheless, temperature, precipitation, and associated changes in ice flux data is necessary to 

complement the input drives for lowering and mass balance dynamics, as for pond and cliff 

Period Cliff Pond Cliff Pond Cliff Pond

1955-1978 -0.96 -0.63 0.55 0.65 11.75 10.03

2000-2012 -0.44 -0.35 0.67 0.79 3.5 2.86

2015-2020 -1.37 -0.76 0.74 0.89 4.18 2.48

2020-2023 -1.65 -0.98 0.68 1 7.98 4.21

Overall -1.11 -0.68 0.66 0.83 6.85 4.90

Surface Lowering (ma-1) Area (%) Magnetude
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formation dynamics, and a continued monitoring is required to assess to what extent this 

represents a longer-term trend of enhanced thinning rates (Stefaniak et al., 2021). It is possible, 

though, to correlate ice-cliffs and supraglacial ponds to higher thinning rates in Tapado Glacier 

and Complex, as those features overlap with highest thinning rates, as exemplified in Figure 

25.  

The presence of the continuous debris cover at Tapado Glacier apparently does not retard mass 

loss, specially at the upper debris-covered glacier, where ponds and cliff are concentrated, as 

expected, once debris-cover glacier produces higher thinning rates than the nearby clean-ice. 

The debris-covered glacier is also experiencing an increase in those lowering rates, meanwhile 

the area percentage and thinning rates of ponds and cliffs are also increasing. According to 

Robson et al. (2022), areas of debris-covered ice have also experienced an increase in extent, 

probably due to the low surface velocities that cannot transport debris away. Thus, this study 

shows that ice cliffs and supraglacial ponds are a non-negligible term in the glacier thinning 

and, consequently, mass loss of Tapado Glacier. It is concerning, as in recent years the increase 

in those features haven’t slowdown. 

Finally, one of the main findings in this thesis was the threshold influence of ice cliff surface 

lowering to the surrounding areas of Tapado Glacier. It was determined supraglacial ponds 

with cliffs have highly negative surface lowering within an area < 15 m from the pond itself, 

while after this zone of 15 m, the lowering of supraglacial ponds with cliffs and supraglacial 

ponds without cliff tend to homogenize. This threshold was observed in all analyzed datasets, 

and further analysis could be done in other glaciers to generate comparative data. 

The lowering rates in the debris-covered glacier, heavily enhanced by supraglacial ponds and 

ice cliffs, seems to promote some sort of debris-cover glacier anomaly, as diagnosed in the 

Himalayas (Pellicciotti et al, 2015; Lamsal et al., 2017; Brun et al. 2018). In Figure 21 we see 

that the surface lowering showcased in the upper debris-covered glacier is similar, and in some 

cases higher, than the lowering in the clean ice tongue. This can be explained by the presence 

of ice cliffs acting as local hotspots for melt, contributing disproportionally to the tongue 

average ablation, as ablation rates in debris-cover should be lower once thick debris act as 

insulation and reduces ablation rates (Immerzeel et al., 2014; Pellicciotti et al., 2015; Sakai et 

al., 2002; Steiner et al., 2015; Brun et al., 2018). 
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Figure 25 – Overlapping in between supraglacial ponds and ice cliffs to the dDEMs for better visualization of 

features location and lowering zones from 1955 to 2023. In the upper left is the period of 1955-1978, in the upper 

right is 2000-2012, in the bottom left is 2015-2020 and in the bottom right is 2020-2023. The dDEM from 1955-

1978, 2000-2012, 2015-2020 were acquired from Robson et al. (2022). 

7.3 Ice cliff 3D surface changes with M3C2 algorithm 

The mean surface lowering acquired from dDEM for the same period (2020-2023) and location 

showed a value of -2.39 ± 0.361 ma-1, while the M3C2 method attributed -2.46 ± 0.007 ma-1. 

This means that the dDEM derived from high resolution satellite omitted 2.93% of surface 

lowering and proportioned an uncertainty of ~5057% higher than the error attached to the dense 

cloud point. Previously, Brunn et al. (2018) estimated an overestimation of ice cliff volume 

loss up to 9% from derived coarser imagery derived dDEM.  

Altogether, seven main papers are compared to the findings in Tapado Glacier, in which six of 

them are placed in the Himalayas and one in the Miage Glacier, summarized in table 17. All 

the compared research utilized 3D methodology from UAV or LiDAR dataset, and three of 

those applied M3C2 algorithm to their melt rate estimations. 
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Table 18 – 3D ice cliff retreat references summarized with the main melt/retreat rates observed and associated 

with ice cliffs, as for the application of M3C2 algorithm. 

 

The previously dDEM estimes of lower lowering within ice cliff surfaces for Tapado Glacier 

are proved once more with the highly accurate M3C2 method. While melt rates in the 

Himalaya’s glaciers varies from -2.9 to -6.2 cmd-1 (Buri et al., 2018; Brun et al., 2018; Steiner 

et al., 2019; Sato et al., 2021; Kneib et al., 2022), the daily melt rates within the two analyzed 

cliff areas are no more than -1.30 cmd-1. Watson et al. (2017) observed daily rates from -0.30 

to -1.40 cmd-1 and -0.70 to -1.20 cmd-1 during winter season in the Khumbu Glacier, those 

rates are similar to the ones in Tapado Glacier during summer season.  

The higher thinning rates present in 2022 and 2023 (-1.39 and -1.12 cmd-1 for Area 1 and 2, 

respectively) is probably due summer season, as surveys were done in December, 22 and April, 

2023, thus only exponential retreat was computed, without the potential accumulation or lower 

retreat rates during winter season. However, it is only assumed and the reasons behind should 

be closely investigated as dDEM thinning rates are slightly higher in this period as well. Thus, 

without climate variables to understand deeper the cryosphere dynamics in Tapado Glacier, we 

can only partly explain the differences in retreat and lowering rate by morphological 

characteristics of the study site, as overly done already. 

Reference Glacier Melt rates
M3C2 

(Yes/No)

Langtang 2.9 to 4.3 cmd
-1

24K 3.9 to 5.1 cmd
-1

Buri et al. (2018) Lirung 4.6 to 6.3 cmd
-1 N

3.88 to 3.91 ma
-1 N

4.43 to 4.76 ma
-1 N

Sato et al. (2021) Trakarding > 2 ma
-1 N

Stainer et al. (2019 Langtang 4 to 5 cmd
-1 N

0.30 to 1.49 cmd
-1

0.74 to 5.18 cmd
-1

Stefaniak et al. (2021) Miage 0.93 to 8.15 ma
-1 Y

Kneib et al. (2022) Y

Brun et al. (2018) Changri Nup 

Watson et al. (2017) Khumbu Y
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Table 19 – Main findings from M3C2 point distance analyzed performed in Area 1 and Area 2 of Tapado glacier summarized. 

 

7.4 Uncertainties 

Imagery resolution is a constant bias in the analysis, especially when working with a variety of 

datasets that do not share the same spatial resolution among all individual scenes. Planet 

imagery was considered a low-resolution imagery in contrast with Pléiades, Geoeye, Quickbird 

and UAV, promoting omissions and overestimations across the supraglacial ponds and ice cliffs 

inventory. For example, from 2020 (Pléiades) to 2021 (Planet) happened an increase of 170% 

in pond area, however it is impossible to know if this interannual extent changes in pond area 

is factual or if the 3 m pixel resolution omitted smaller ponds from the inventory, consequently 

increasing the mean area of features. For future research, I advise choosing datasets with same 

resolution, even if it is necessary lowering temporal resolution. This resolution gap can be 

easily fixed in the near future with more drone surveys, as resolution can be customized to 

match any given dataset. 

Percentual of area occupied by studied features could potentially show some uncertainty, that 

is because total area occupied by ponds and cliffs was compared to glacier area mapped in 

2023. A more accurate percentage value of occupied area could be achieved if glacier area was 

mapped in each given year, as Tapado Glacier and debris-covered glacier are two dynamic 

components of Tapado Complex which can undergo great area extent changes over the year. 

Robson et al. (2022) estimated a shrink of -25% ± 4.6% between 1955-2020 for the Tapado 

Glacier, and -0.25 ± 0.16% for the debris-covered glacier – although, within the time frame, 

those changes could be from 2.07 ± 2.84% to -1.63 ± 2.60% depending on the years and glacier 

section analyzed.  

Another improvement could be made on the persistence analysis, as the whole dataset from 

1955 to 2023 was used, in which the temporal resolution in not uniform and yearly. Thus, 

interannual variability suffered a strong bias due periods greater than 10 years being compared 

together. To achieve a better understanding of the interannual variability of supraglacial pond 

and ice cliffs, an analysis using only the datasets 2009-2010, 2017-2018, 2019-2020, 2022-

Location Feature Period Days (count) M3C2 distance (m) M3C2 distance (ma-1) M3C2 distance (cmd-1) Uncertainty (ma-1)

cliff 2019-2020 346 -3.89 -4.14 -1.13 0.01

cliff 2020-2022 1016 -4.64 -1.67 -0.46 0.01

cliff 2022-2023 105 -1.46 -5.08 -1.39 0.04

cliff 2020-2023 1142 -7.69 -2.46 -0.67 0.01

cliff 1 -0.84 -2.91 -0.80 0.02

cliff 2 -0.76 -2.65 -0.73 0.02

cliff 3 -1.18 -4.10 -1.12 0.03

Area 2 2022-20023 105

Mean

Area1
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2023. In this way, both temporal and spatial resolution would contribute to accurate results, 

instead of creating biases.  

A comparative analysis with climate data should follow the analysis made in order to estimate 

the climate drivers to pond and cliff dynamics, as some results could not be entirely explained 

yet, and the available observations shall be tested and fortified by climate variables (i.e., 

precipitation, humidity, temperature). For example, the year 2012 showed a relatively small 

total and mean ponded and cliffed area, as for smaller occupation percentage within the glacier 

extent, however, a higher number of ponds were present. Is this a consequence of change in 

temperature or precipitation? These questions could be easily answered with an integrated 

climate analysis. In LaLaguna catchment an automatic weather station (AWS) is positioned 

relatively close to the Tapado Complex, which could facilitate the acquisition of accurate 

meteorological data.  

Relating to surface velocity dataset, it was only measured in between 2010 and 2020, this 

means that surface velocities in between 1955-2010 and 2020-2023 were only assumed and 

extrapolated from Robson et al. (2022) dataset. As Tapado Glacier does not present high 

velocity areas, nor expressive change in velocity, it was considered enough, however, for more 

precise velocity analysis and estimation, its advised to generate surface velocity for the periods 

it was absent. 

Finally, surface lowering measurements are not enough to estimate the overall contribution of 

supraglacial ponds and ice cliffs to the mass balance and volume loss of the Tapado Glacier, 

however, it is an important starting point and showcases the overall dynamics experienced by 

the glacier. From the results acquired in this thesis, geodetic mass balance and volume changes 

can be easily calculated to enhance the overall understanding of the study area. However, 

surface elevation changes cannot be interpreted as incomplete values, as it is the main proxy to 

further calculation and gives a reasonable interpretation of supraglacial pond and ice cliff 

contribution to glacier wastage. 
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8. Conclusions  

Across all studied years it was identified a total of 285 supraglacial ponds and 163 ice cliffs, 

with a mean size of 202.71 ± 55.45 m2 and 270.33 ± 73.75 m2, respectively, in which ~41% of 

ponds coinciding with an ice cliff and ~71% of cliffs were bordering a supraglacial pond in the 

scenes. It was also observed that those ponds marked by ice cliff contact are 4.16 times bigger 

on average.  

Those features consistently occupy altogether more than 1.15% of debris-covered area since 

2000, in which pond area is responsible for ~0.24 to 1.37% and cliff area for 0 to 1.26% of 

total debris-covered glacier. Although supraglacial pond size is considerably smaller if 

compared to other local and global glaciers, pond cover from total debris-covered glacier area 

is like other observations. In other hand, ice cliff cover is reduced in Tapado Glacier. A viable 

explanation is related to low pond persistence rates of perched ponds, that resonates in a 

retarded ice cliff evolution as calving processes within pond-cliff contact are stopped during 

consecutive drainage events.  

They are highly dynamic components of the glacier located in surfaces from low to high slope 

(2° to 14°) and stagnant glacier velocities (0.78 ± 0.32 ma-1). In contrast to the established 

bibliography based on huge glaciers, surface slope seems to act as a second drive for pond 

formation and size, while surface velocities are the main force that regulates pond disposition 

and extent, thus, ponds are likely to form in high surface gradient but unlikely to form even in 

moderate velocities. A proposed threshold for Tapado Glacier in which pond are likely to 

develop in zones > 2° & < 14° surface gradient and < 1.5 ma-1 surface velocity was made, as it 

accounts for ~83% of all mapped ponds. 

This new threshold for pond formation and development can be consequence of two no 

corelated events. First, higher surface velocities at clean ice and debris-covered glacier contact 

can exert a longitudinal compression downwards, closing crevasses and relic conduits, thus, 

allowing pond formation in higher slope. The second possible explanation is a methodological-

scale setting, once small supraglacial ponds in the Himalayas are < 1000 m2, it is possible that 

small ponds are the ones found in Tapado Glacier are omitted or treated as isolated smaller 

ponds and less hazardous. 

A second important find here is the distance threshold of supraglacial ponds and ice cliffs 

influence on surface lowering of the surrounding terrain. Analyzes done in different time scales 
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(i.e. individual years or time periods) and distances (i.e, accounting changes at water surface 

or excluding it) observed the same threshold of 15 m under ice cliff influence. This revealed 

that in distances above 15 m the surface lowering tends to homogenize within the years, 

periods, and in between supraglacial ponds with cliffs and without cliffs. It was show that ice 

cliffs enhance surface lowering in ~46.57% more than supraglacial ponds absent of cliffs, with 

differences in lowering up to 0.48 ± 0.32 ma-1, while after the threshold those differences in 

lowering are maximum 0.08 ± 0.32 ma-1 in between analyzed period. 

 This threshold distance of influence explains and are explained by  the “debris-cover glacier 

anomaly”, where debris-cover glacier posses thinning rates in the same magnitude of clean ice 

tongue, even though they have an insulating debris mantle that should reduce melt. It was also 

demonstrated that in Tapado Glacier the upper debris-covered glacier and clean-ice glacier have 

similar lowering rates. Those lowering rates are heavily boosted by ice cliffs with an average 

magnitude of change 6.53 times higher than the debris-cover glacier. 

Third and last, the 3D analysis of retreat rates with M3C2 algorithm proved to be more precise 

and accurate than dDEM derived surface changes. In between 2020-2023, for the same area, 

the product derived from high resolution satellites omitted 2.93% of surface elevation changes 

in only on cliff and was attached to an uncertainty ~5057% higher than the dense point cloud 

derived product. This omission, even though it seems smaller, can potentially sum up when 

analyzing bigger areas and longer time periods, leading to a high uncertainty when used as 

input for modelling and other followed up analysis. Thus, SfM from UAV and point cloud 

distance calculation from M3C2 proved to be a highly estimated methodology, not yet broadly 

applied. 
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